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Editorial 

An enjoyable return was made to Leicester In July 2000 for the Summer Meeting of the HAS. 
Leicester has great s~gnificance in the life of the Soc~ety since it was here, in September 1985. 
that an exploratory meeting was held which led to the inaugural meeting in the followng 
year. I t  was trebly appropriate therefore that lan McLellan, one of the movers of the original 
meeting, should organise this one, dellver a paper. and receive the Presidential badge of oftice 
from the retiring President, Jean Horton 

In a vaned programme Jean Horton gave an account of her days 'on the house' (wh~ch 
Included a spell at Le~cester General), and thts, together wtth Graham Smtth's h~story of the 
Le~cester Department. reminded us how far we have come In the last few decades of the 
second m~llennlum Of cl~ntcal Interest also were Ketth Sykes' a~count of the treatment of 
neonatal tetanus In South Afnca, and Rlchard Bodman recall~ng the first oplare antagonist. 
nalorphlne 

Detailed histories were given by Chnstopher Sharpe (resuscitation), Yash Pole (the 
computer), and Peter Hunon (monitoring). and by our ODP colleague, Sally Gamer, on that 
indispensable group who started life as beadles and bag boys. Adnan Kuipers expanded an 
account originally p e n  by Alfred Lee on Frederick Axham, who was struck off the Medical 
Register for administration of anaesthesia for an unqualified practitioner. 

lan McLellan told us about the local connections of some well-known names, and the Guest 
Lecturer, Richard Gill, spoke enthusiastically about the city and county of Leicester. 

There was a movlng tribute to the late and very much lamented Dick Atkinson, President of 
the Society 1997-1998. 

Dav~d Zuck was prevented by indisposition from attending, but his philosophical paper was 
read by Neil Adams. We owe Neil an apology for failing to credit him with the summary of 
the Tlme Team lecture by Carenza Lewis in Vol25. 

Peter Drury 
Honornry Assistant Editor 
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WOURALI, OWLS AND CHLOROFORM 

Dr I McLellan 
Consultant Anaesthetist, Leicester 

I am going to take a trip round my part of England to discuss some of the leading figures who 
had an effect on anaesthetic practice over the last 170 odd years. Obv~ously the first of these 
must pre-date anaesthesia and in this I include Francis Sibson. a surgeon at Nottingham 
General Hospital. high on the hill above the castle and now largely related to care of the 
elderly, eyes and other non-acute areas 

Sibson and Waterton 

Francis Sibson had an investigative mind and worked in two areas related to anaesthesia. The 
first was in the development of his mask for inhalation of ether from a vaporiser rather than 
for anaesthesia, and then his inhaler for chloroform These were used in conjunctron with 
John Snow's apparatus and the mask in fact formed part of the early inhalat~on equipment In 
the UK.  

His other area of interest was In the treatment of tetanus and rabies. He corresponded with 
Charles Waterton and planned to administer Wourali to patients suffering from these diseases 
whilst under h ~ s  care at Nottingham. Charles Waterton slated: 'supposing a person had been 
binen by a mad dog that perwn may or may not go mad, but should symptoms of the disease 
break out, a competent practitioner in medicine pronounce it to be undenrable hydrophobia. 
and the family wish to have Wourali tried I beg attention to the following remarks: 1,ose no 
time m telegraphing for I l r  Sih.~on and for (,'harles Wulerton. Wulton Hall neur Wukejield, 
Yorkvhire, and we wtllpromp~ly ut /enJ.  

On a previous occasion they were about to apply the Wourali but the patient died as they 
arrived and they did not administer it. On another occasion that Charles Waterton went to 
Nottrngham they decided to experiment on a donkey with a surgeon (Mr Higginbottom) 
They gave the donkey Wouralr: 'producing apparent death but made an inclsion in the 
windpipe and caused artificial resplralion The donkey got up on ils legs and the squire 
mounted it and rode it round the room. The animal was henceforth named Wourali and llved 
for many years on a large grass plot attached to the General Hospital' This was a comment by 
Dr Hobson at Leeds. a close acquaintance of Waterton and thus also Sibson In fact, Wourali 
was used In Nottingham again, &th six men bitten by a dog and one must presume that they 
did develop rabies as Waterton was close by and organised a v~sit. 

In1839 he wrote to George Ord that he had again been to Nottingham where they had a 
meeting of x~entific men, and one must presume that Francis Slbson was present In order to 
make some experiments. These may have included the donkey previously mentioned, but in 
his letter he does talk of 'reducing the patrent to apparent death by the poison, he IS 

completely under the power of artificial respiration' This was attempted on several occasions. 
but because of the time taken to travel he was not always able to recelve Mr Waterton In time. 
Sibson moved to London after thirteen yean as did many practitioners of this time and 
became a physician. 



Benjamin Ward-Richardsoo 

Another example which has been d~scussed before IS Slr Benjamin Ward-Richardson. As an 
undergraduate in Glasgow he believed that he saw the lirst demonstrat~on of anaesthesia In 
Scotland. He moved as a young assistant In general practice to the village of Linlethorpe just 
south of Leicester. Whilst there he took part In resuscitat~on anempts followng respiratory 
obs!mction, which at first seemed successful; let us presume he developed some of his ideas 
from this. He was of course a great fnend of John Snow and was offered his practice on 
Snow's death in 1858. He declined, as he wished to be a scientist rather than being tied down 
to actually deal~ng wth  pat~ents, so that passed on to Joseph Clover. 

Richardson still cont~nued mth his expertments and worked on local anaesthes~a and 
resuscltatlon bellows In his mind he drew up some plans of an early artrficial c~rculatory 
asslst device and he could be cons~dered to have promoted the use. at least In theory, of the 
ECMO [extracorporeal oxygenat~on] system He rev~ewed anaesthetic aspects In his journal 

Florence Nightingale 

In the Peak Distnct of Derbysh~re close to Matlock Bath is a small village called Lea and In it 
was a house known as Lea Hunt In this house a remarkable lady developed her thoughts She 
was of course Florence Nightingale, and Lea Hurst was the northern house of her family who 
originated from a fann house close by There were reasons why Florence who, rather akin to 
the offspring of a famous couple today - the Beckhams - was named after her birthplace. and 
her family did not find Lea Hurst a pleasant place to wnter, omng to the cold and darkness of 
the Derbyshire hills. It also only had 16 bedrooms! 

She believed in pain relief in surgery and was an advocate of chloroform and in July 1851 
described 11s use for an amputation. It is interesting that dunng the Cnmean War Dr John 
Hall, the Inspector General of Hospitals, was in fact opposed to the use of chloroform and he 
said: 'the smart of a knife is a powerful st~mulant and it IS much better to hear a man bawl 
lustily than to see him sink into a grave'. Hall never actually directed. wh~ch he could have 
done, that chloroform should not be used, and indeed it was in the Crimea. He was obviously 
at loggerheads with Florence N~ghtingale over this; she promoted quite strongly the use of 
chlorofonn and we have a debt, often unappreciated, to her for t h ~ s  as she helped to push 
anaesthesia forward. 

She was a great fan of the owl, and the more famous stylised illustrat~ons of her at Scutan are 
well known She probably became infected with brucellosis during this period of her life and 
eventually turned into someone who was considered to be irasc~ble and unpleasant. She took 
to her bed (ME) and her public face was not well appreciated in later life She is well 
recognised round the East Midlands and commemorative statuettes of her were sold in many 
towns 

Josepb Merrick 

Let us now continue Into another aspect wh~ch is not really good for us in Leicester and the 
East M~dlands because it showed our lack of keeping bas~c records even In the 19th century 
Joseph Mernck, the elephant man, was born in Lee Street, Le~cester. During his childhood 
and teens he developed SIPS of the growths on his face whlch by the early 1880s were 



causing him a considerable problem, and he had surgery under anaesthesia, presumably at the 
Leicester Royal Infinnary (then the Leicester Infirmary). There are no records of this, which I 
find rather strange, as his later exploitat~on and h ~ s  stay in the London Hospital at 
Whitechapel were fairly contemporary. 

I have had to be fairly selective about whom I discuss and I would just pass briefly on to 
Robert Marston. who 1 have talked about previously on several occasions. Robert Marston 
was a dentist who fought the medlcal establishment, and particularly the anaesthetic 
establishment (Dudley Buxton, Frederick Hewn) over many years for the rlghts of dentists to 
give anaesthetics In fact he went further than this, believing that most doctors were 
~nappropriate people to give anaesthetics as they gave so few. One can have some sympathy 
w t h  h ~ m  as it was the new boy, I.e. the house oficer, who was the anaesthetist for most 
procedures within the city of Leicester He had standards In wh~ch he bel~eved that the 
percentage of vapour of his anaesthetic mixture should be known and that the operator should 
not be the anaesthetist. 

, He was also concerned over the post-operative care of the patlent. He obviously imtated the 
med~cal profcss~on and in my opinion was 'set up' with a legal case against him which 
changed the course of his life. He is contemporary with our next figure. 

Dr Jean McNeal was appointed resident anaesthetist in 1920. She worked in Leicester until 
1959 and stayed on until her death in the 1980s. She was a Scot, trained in Edinburgh, and 
therefore a doyenne of chloroform administration which she continued untll her last 
anaesthetic. She had a fairly strong but quiet personality and obviously developed a service 
role within the city. particularly in the later phases. During the Second World War she was 
one of the few anaesthetists still remaining She had qulte an extensive private practice and 
carried a Boyle's machine in and out of the houses and up the stairs. She kept a notebook of 
all her special anaesthetic techn~ques which I have found fascinating to read. She practised 
tracheal insumation and carried her own emergency drugs including an ampoule of 
strychnine. 

She and other anaesthetists were not granted Consultant status by the Medical Comminee of 
the Leicester Royal Infirmary until the night before the National Health Service m e  into 
being, the next day it would have been automatic She did not easily forglve them for that 

A I Parry Brown 

We were lucky In Leicester that in the TB isolation hospital the v~siting anaesthetist was Dr A 
I Pany Brown, who later became the resident RAMC anaesthetist during the Second World 
War dealing with chest casualties. 

Rex Marreti 

Another local figure near us is Rex Manen. Rex came to Coventry, whlch is 20 m~les  or so to 
the south of Leicester, just after the war where he had developed some concepts of his closed 



circuit apparatllr from captured mine rescue apparatus and a coffee tin. The equipment was a 
very eficient vaporiser within the circle g~ving high concentrations of halothane when used In 
thls way, ensunng that the patient was not only well anaesthetised but also well relaxed. They 
used to get the 'halothane shakes' about four or five hours after anaesthesia ceased l was 
anaesthetised with this apparatus by George Ellls of Barts when I had my tonsillectomy It 
further developed Into the Manen Head and was used rn several other machrnes In hls dental 
practice. 

Flnally, let me mention the son of a vicar of a local church who had a late influence on 
anaesthesia In Leicester. He did his I st MB at University College, Le~cester and went on to 
have a distinguished anaesthetic career - Professor Andrew Thornton. 

As a result we in Leicester gained our own department 



FROM BEADLE T O  BOX BOY AND BEYOND 

Mn Sally E Garner FIOT, Leicester 
Vice Chair and Archivist, Association of Opemting Department Practitioners 

The forerunners of the present day Operating Department Ass~stants/Operating Department 
Practitioners are to be found among the Beadles. Porters. Boxmen, and Surgerymen that have 
existed in hospitals from earliest memory. The history of any profession and its Association must 
of necessily include a brief look at the hiaory of the profession as a whole. Theatre Technicians 
and ODAs can claim to have been around in one guise or another longer than organised operating 
theatres and certainly longer than anaesthesia. 

The Handler 

Early surgery relied upon 'surprise and speed'and without any form of anaesthesia the patient had 
to be held down. Straps alone were not enough to restrain a 'half-crazed man' so the handler, the 
earliest known ODA, became skilled in the where and how of holding the poor fellow down 
without causing hrrther h a m .  In the history of Moorfields Eye Hosp~tal. Collins writes of Sir 
Williarn Lawrence: 'In hose days since all eye operations had to be performed without 
anaesthetic. at least four handlers had to be employed to hold the patienl down'. (Fibwe I ) 

Sir Edward Morris writes in his history of the London Hospital: 

'There are still ghastly relics in the hospital of those terrible days; the great wooden operating 
table with its straps; the bell which was sounded before an operation to call the handlers to 
hold down a patient, a bell whose temble clang could be heard by every sh~vering pahent in 
the building, including the patient, often a child, a bell with a vole. loud enough and harsh 
enough to make all Whilechapel shudder'. 



Porters and Beadle 

These were the e l~ te  of the hospital service and their earliest h~story goes back to Ellvlbethan 
times The porters were appointed to open the hospital gates to let the poor In and out Benjamin 
Golding In h ~ s  1819 h~stoncal account of SI Thomas' Hospital listed some of their duties: 

'To guard the gates to prevent inpess of improper persons. to admit relatives if decently 
apparelled. 

To check patients' passes since they were ~ncllned to steal out and purchase strong dnnk. 

Not~fy relatives to remove bodies of the deceased 

Summon the Governors to meetings. anend Coroners' Inquests and to maintain the pumps in 
good order and frequently exercise the fire engine.' 

The Beadles were a lower grade than the porters and their role was to see that the streets of 
London were clear of beggars, whether infirm or healthy Proudly carrying their staves of office 
and wearing thew blue coats, they were the only members of the hospital to wear a uniform until 
1860, when Florence Nightingale introduced a uniform for nurses. 

The beadles were a mlxture of policemen and ambulancemen The children were taken to Chnst's 
Hospital, the able-bodied to St Bride's House of Correction and the infirm to e~ther St Thomas' 
or St Bartholomew's Hospitals. The practlce of patrolling the s&eets presumably ceased when the 
bed shortage made it unnecessary to go out and look for patients 

Both porters and beadles were able to be financially advantaged. For instance the porter Henry 
Parker In 1594 was p a d  for curing sore heads and ran an out-patients depamnent of his own, and 
In 1584 11 was recorded that the beadle Hartford was no longer to make the hospital candles for 
which he used to make a charge 

As early as the 19" century there was a porter working in the dissecting room at both St Thomas' 
and Guy's Hosp~tals. The porters were also charged w ~ t h  keeping order among the mehcal 
students I t  was reported in 1836 that a dispute broke out at St Thomas', when the porter tried to 
enforce the rule that only the dresser of the surgeon operating might stand in the centre area of 
the theaae. There was a fracas and the porter was forced to eject two over-eager medical students 
from the theatre. 

Rampley 

One of the most famous of the beadles was Rampley at the London Hosp~tal In an art~cle In the 
I ondon Evenrng Gazerre of November 1898 h May. the Dean, refers to htm as the 'Grand Old 
Man of the London Hosp~tal' Rampley was connected wth  the theatre In about 1871 hanng 
dut~es In the post-mortem room He was appo~nted surgery beadle In 1893, hts predecessor. 
Stuckey, hawng been dlsm~ssed for not hawng the stomach pump ready for the surgeon 



Rampley was closely associated with Sir Frederick Treves. He and Treves would go straight 
from the post-mortem room to the operating theatre, with or without washing their hands as they 
felt inclined. Treves would always have a searing iron in the fire to check haemorrhage, and h ~ s  
~nstruments. kept In a box under the flue were often covered in soot Rampley attended nearly 
40,000 operations and he designed the sponge-holder and needle-holder that bear his name. 

At St Thomas' dunng much of the 19* century there were the surgerymen whose responsibility it 
was to see to the theatre instruments. The first to be mentioned was John Lukis in 180 1, and John 
Garde who was appointed in 1846 also acted as a cupper. When the surgeryman was not available 
his place was taken by a porter. 

Box Carriers 

The Box Caniers were employed as attendants to the surgeons and carried their boxes of 
instruments. They became proficient at ant~c~pating the surgeons' requirements. At St 
Bartholomew's they were anendant upon three principal surgeons They were originally recruited 
from among the patients and were paid 3d for every patient who was ordered to be 'bled'; thls 
practice was discontinued in 1813. There was a custom of 'following the box' where the surgeons 
canied a box of instruments before them as they went round the wards, and performed small 
operations there and then. The beadles also followed the surgeon and camed the braz~er in whlch 
the cautery irons were kept. The box carriers at St Bartholomew's survived Into the 20* century 
as surgeons' attendants or theatre orderlies, hsappearing fiom the records in the 1920s. 

In the late 1800s and early 1900s the vast majority of work in theatres was camed out by males. 
Before the advent of the Great War theatres were said to be 'not a nlce place for a lady to work'. 
although the first record of a theatre sister is at S! Thomas' in 1893. The handlers had moved 
over to assisting the new member of the team - the anaesthetist - as the patients no longer needed 
to be held down 

Theatre Attendants 

The First World War took a great toll of the f i t  young men of the country and many more nurses 
were recruited to work in theatre to fill the gaps. Upon return from the war the men were happy 
to fill any position offered and most of these theatre anendants became solely assistant to the 
anaesthetist. In 1930 five new theatres were opened at St Bartholomew's and six theatre 
attendants were to be employed. These men were completely untrained. receiving instructions 
from the Sister Superintendent They borrowed books on anatomy, theatre technique, and 
nursing dictionaries, and they learned by asking questions of the doctors and listened to them 
teaching the medlcal students. 

They d~scussed the positioning of pat~ents among themselves. Their responsibilities at that time 
were the operating tables, and the anaesthetic machines and equipment. Their role throughout the 
operating 11st was to assist the anaesthetist during the ~nduction of anaesthesia. 



Fred Wheedon MBE was first appointed as box boy at the Lambeth Hospital sometime during the 
late 1930s and soon afterwards he convened to the role of theatre attendant. Fred was the 
Membersh~p Secretary of our Association until just before his death in 1989. 1 am proud to say 
that 1 knew Fred very well and took over his role as Membership Secretary. 

T h u t r c  Technicians 

The end of the Second World War brought a further exodus, but this time with a difference. The 
usehrlness of the attendants was recognised, the anned forces tra~ned them and the theatre 
technic~an was born. Following the war these men were anxlous to carry over their considerable 
skills into c~vilian hosp~tals. although few could find such employment as recopused theatre 
technic~ans. In 1945 Dr (later Sir) lvan Magill came into daily contact with two theatre 
attendants, David Crowley at the Brompton Hospital and Stan Warner at Un~versiry College 
Hosp~tal. He was so impressed with the standard of assistance that he received from them that he 
suggested they get together. and that some form of training should be set up In order to 
standardise the quality of assistance in all hospitals ~n the countq. 

As a result of these remarks a meeting was called in August 1945. Six men led by Stan Warner 
met in a London pub and prepared a plan to set up a nation-w~de associat~on. On December 131h 
1945 a formal ma t ing  was held at Un~veni ty  College Hospital and the Association of Operating 
'Theatre Techn~cians was born Although techn~cian was a name used by the armed forces 11 met 
with some opposition. Three men instrumental in setting up this association, Stan Warner, David 
Crowley and Alfred Warner (of Bart's) formed the first Executive Counc~l.  The mlnutes from 
that first meeting indicate that the aims of the Association have remained constant to the present 
day. 'To increase the efficiency of techn~cians by train~ng and to approach the Government and 
controlling bodies to obtain professional recognition' (Figure 2) 

As early as the second meeting on January 10" 1946 they were d~scussing the settlng up of a 
syllabus of warning and the possibility of a Diploma examination. The introduction of more 
complex apparatus in operating theatres made 11 essential that some recognised form of tralning 
be employed. 

From 1946 to 1948 many discussions took place between the Association, the British Medical 
Associat~on, the Association of Anaesthetists and the Board of Medical Auxilianes, all of whom 
supported the Association and its aims. In 1946 Mr A M A Moore FRCS became the first 
Pres~dent, givlng way to the late Sir C e c ~ l  Wakeley who r e m a n d  as President from 1948 to 
1972. Among the Vice-Presidents were many distingurshed names including Sir lvan Magill 
(F ly re  3) and Professor W~lliam Mushin. 

The firu Cha~rrnan. Mr S A Elson, rerna~ned in o f i ce  unt~l  1963. he was a member of the 
Assoc~at~on unt~l h ~ s  death ~n 1979 T h ~ s  supporr cont~nued through h ~ s  son. Mr R A Elson FRCS, 
who IS one o r  our V~ce-Pres~dents 
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Training 

In 1947 St rhomas' Hosp~fal commenced the formal tralnlng of Theatre Technrclans The first 
tralnlng groups formed by the Associat~on began In 1951 at the B~rmlngham Acc~dent Hosp~tal, 
St George's and In L~verpool The BMA au~s ted  w t h  the examlnattons wh~ch  cons~sted of two 
wnnen papers and a v iva  voce to qual~fy for the Assoc~atlon D~ploma 1951 also saw the 
Assoc~ahon change 11s name to the lnst~tute of Operat~ng Theatre Technlclans and many hosp~tals 
recognised the D~ploma 

In 1953, mth  assistance fTom the BMA, the Board of Re@stration of Medical Auxiliaries 
accepted OTTs on to its register. (Figure 4) Unfortunately there was an error in the lener 
notifj~ng the lnst~tute of this acceptance. as i t  stated that all members holding the oflictal 
Diploma were now Registered Medical Aux~liaries. For some unknown reason the Minisby of 
Health would not recognise the Diploma and thus the Whitley Council made no special 
provisions for paying the men who had been trained. 

Tbc Lewin Report 

The fight for recogn~tion never waned and 1970 saw the publicabon of the Lewin report on the 
staffing of Operating Departments. Among its recommendations was that there should be an 
Increased surgcal Input Into the training of the Theatre Technician or Attendant In order that the 
new grade of staff be known as Operating Department Assistants (ODAs) they should be 
interchangeable and fully intepated into the theatre team At that time the OTT was manly 
employed as an anaesthetic assistant. 

In consuitahon with the Lnstitute, the Department of Health & Social Security asked the City and 
Gu11d.s of London Institute to set up an offic~al training and qualification for the grade. In 1975 
the first triunlng cenaes were established and the first examinations were held In 1976. These 
were modelled on the question bank from the Institute h p l o m a  course. This also saw for the first 
tlme the entry of females to become ODh 1977 saw another change of name - the Institute 
became the British Association of Operating Deparbnenl Assistanls and the emphasis moved 
from training to professional recognition and development Another first came in 1980; the first 
female was voted on to the maledominated Executive Councll of BAODA 

Professional Problems 

h 1984 professional status was achieved by the transfer to the Rofessional and Techn~cal 
Whitley Council, but remuneration rema~ned a problem, and between 1984 and 1989 the new 
profession was decimated and UK operating theatres suffered their great depression The only 
savlng grace was the agencies. wh~ch allowed a decent standard of living, but at a huge cost to 
the Health Service There was criticism of poor ut~lisation of staff, and the Royal College of 
Surgeons reported on dangerous standards of practice w t h  regard to patient care. 



'The Bevan Report 

In response to these issues a study was commiss~oned in late 1988, which revlewed the staffing 
of all grades of non-medically qualified operating theatre staff. In 1989 BAODA was represented 
on the steering group for the Bevan R ~ p o r t  on the Management and Utilisation of Operating 
Departments. Bevan recommended that the UK Central Council and the NHS Traning 
hrecforate should consider joint training for theatre staff, leading to the Non-Vocational 
Qualification in Operating Theatre Practice. The NVQ Level 3 became the qualification for what 
was now named Operating Department Practitioner. 

Recent Developments 

1995 was another milestone when the Association celebrated its 50" anniversary. 1998 saw 
another change of title when the Associat~on became the hoc ia t ion  of Operating Department 
Practionen (AODP). This change reflected the development of the profession. 

Registration has still to be achieved. In April of this year a circular was issued by the NHS 
Executive insbucting all Chief Execut~ves from both the pnvate sector and NHS hosprtals to 
ensure that the names of ODNODPs are on the register of AODP. We are all holding our breath 
as the light can almost be seen at the end of the tunnel. 

Being in existence for 5 5  years is a major achievement for any organisatton and we should look 
back and celebrate not only the survival of the profession. but also the fact that I t  has developed 
from such comparatively humble origins to the force 11 is today 
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A KUHNIAN REVOLUTION I N  ANAESTHETICS 

Dr D Zuck* 
Past President, History of Anaesthesia Society 

Untll the 1960s the conventional idea about scientific progress was that 11 consisted of the gradual 
accumulation of new mformahon, and the gradual correction of mistaken theories. Then, in 1962. 
and in an enlarged and much more influential version in 1970. Thomas Kuhn (1922-1996) 
published his book, The Brucrure of krenrijic Revoluirons ' Its contents immediately stimuliued 
an enormous reaction from historians and phlosophers of science, and from soc~ologists. The 
h~stonans on the whole gave 11 a cautious acceptance, the philosophers were sbongly against it, 
and the social scientists, for reasons we shall see, welcomed it with open arms 

Kuhn's thesis, to summarize ~t briefly, proposed the following. that at any moment, the 
foundahons of a science, or its fundamental beliefs, and that Last word is used deliberately, 
conslst of a set of what he called parodtgms. An example of a paradigm is the belief that the earth 
is at the centre of the universe. or that the blood flows backwards and forwards about three times 
a day in the arteries and the veins, and that there is no connection between the two sets of vessels. 
These are major paradigms, and both held sway for more than a millennium, but there can be 
intermediate or minor paradigms also. The unportance of paradigms is that they are believed In 
by all those who are accepted as constituting the relevant scientific community, all who are 
recognised by thew peers as astronomers, or as doctors, for example. Paradigms are the standard 
teachmg Acceptmg and knowing them gets you hough the exams and mto the profession, and 
you are expected to continue to accept, support, and defend them, and teach them to your juniors. 

But over the years, or centuries. new observations and experiments begin to cast doubt on the 
correctness of the p a d g m .  Things do not fit, anomahes build up, and although to begin mth 
attempts are made to interpret or tweak the observations to fit the paradigm, ultimately the system 
breaks down. Then. classically, one or a small number of young researchers come along, 
independent minded. questioning, courageous. not steeped in the old tradition, who after a small 
number of progressive investigations propose a quite different paradgm, wh~ch fits all the 
observations and makes sense of the anomalies This new paradigm is strongly resisted by most 
of the older members of the scientific community, but over the course of one generation ~t 
becomes accepted and completely replaces the previous one. This is the scientrjic revolutron, and 
the s c ~ e n G c  community then settles down to the recognition of the new parad~gm as the basis of 
its research, and h s  research becomes the normal scrence, until the next revolution The essential 
characteristic of this change of paradigm, the paradigm switch, as Kuhn called it, is that the new 
pardgm 1s totalty incongruous with the one ~t replaces. K u h  gives the example of the famous 
visual gestalt switch. the drawing which can be secn as of either a duck or a rabbit. You can see it 
as one or the other, but you can never see it as both at the same time. Any research starts with the 
paradigm as its foundahon, and In Kuhn's scheme such research is called normal scrence 

When Kuhn fint enunciated his theory it was violently attacked by philosophers, with Karl 
Popper in the lead ' Their main objection was that Kuhn had not given a ngorous deht ion  of a 
paradgm One of his critics complained that i t  was possible from Kuhn's writings to extract 

* Read by Dr Neil Adams as Dr Zuck was unable to attend the meeting 



about twenty different ways In which he used the word On the other hand, the great joy of the 
soc~ologists arose From their observation Ulat Kuhn had converted scienbsts fiom a group of 
objective observers to a set who at any time held rig~dly to one belief, albe~t that ~t was a belief 
that could change ' Hence m their eyes science lost its objectivity, and became just another cult 
practised by an in-group, so that both its basic tenets and its methods were suscepable to being 
challenged. or knocked, by any Tom, Dick or Mary who need not know very much about science. 
Popper saw h s  danger. but went to the other extreme of pomaying science as an activity 
independent of any human influence. Many Toms. Dicks, and Marys, have built academic careers 
and carved out empires explowg the sociology and denigrating the scimce. Only recently have 
the scientists slilned to hit back.' 

Obvio~~s examples of major scientific revolutions have been the Copemcan revolution. which 
put the sun at the centre of the solar system - and the normal science that followed mvolved such 
b g s  as observing and calculating the orbits of the planets; and the Harvelan revolution, which 
established that the blood circulates throughout the body - and the normal science that followed IS 

still being practised today. We can all Uunk of many paradigm shifts, some large. some smaller. 
For example, the germ theory of &sease. and within it the realisation that some microbes are 
anaerobes, and lhat some bacteria form spores which are not destroyed by boiling. Each of these 
realisations opened up a Fresh field of normal science. One feature singled out by Kuhn of the 
normal science which follows a paradigm shift is that its practitioners often meet the new 
challenge by devlsmg new techniques and invenbng or designing new types of apparatus. 

Kuhn held a number of prestigious appointments d m g  his career, the last bemg the Chair of the 
Philosophy of Science at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He acknowledged that some 
of his ideas had been smulated by a less well-known but ma&~cent pioneering classic of 1935, 
Ludwik Fleck's Genesis and Development of a Scienri/ic Fact, to the manslation of which' he 
supplied a foreword. Kuhn's ideas have generated a vast number of publications, including a 
profound phdosophical analysis of pre- and post-Kuhnian historiography of science, with which 
he hunself co0perated.l His concepts have been applied to a nwnber of other disciplines, the 
history of art, and of music. for example, and paradrgm has become a vogue word. freely used by 
people who have never heard of Kuhn, and cropping up in all sorts of inappropriate places 

Can we apply Kuhn's concept of the scientific revolution specifically to anaesthesia? Usually 
when we speak of anaesthetic revolutions we are M i n g  of revoluhons m technique. There was 
the so-called mecharusanon of anaesthesia. w k h  took place in the 1930s, the Boyle's machine 
replacing open or perhalational methods. This is less well recognised than the great revolution of 
the 1940s. when neuro-muscular blocking agents came into use, and brought the concept of the 
anaesthetic triad. But these were changes of method, not of a fundamental belief. So what 
fundamental belief that was held for more than a century after 1846 has changed during the last 
fiRy years, and brought a field of normal science with it? 

When John Snow wrote about the patient under ether anaesthesia he m d  

'An appearance IS met that would be mdy alarming, ~f we did not know (hat i t  was only 
due to an agent which is flying away every moment in the breath, to leave the patient, in a 
few minutes. without any permanent trace of its having been there." 



Whether the belief originated from there I do not know, but i t  was re~nforced by research by 
Buckmaster and Gardna in 1907, and it became an article of faith among both anaedwmts and 
pharmacologists, th;tl mhalational agents left the body, matnly by the lungs. 100% unchanged. 1 
cannot claim to have read every teabook published before the early 1950s. but I am contident 
that in more than 95% of them no considmtion of the possibility that inhalational agents are 
metabolised was ever addressed. Over the years a great deal of mfonnation was accumulated 
about the Fate of hrugs taken in either sol~d or l~quid form, and much deml was known about 
some of the metabolic pathways, but the idea lhat Inhaled agents might be subject to a s d a r  fate 
was just never considered Beecher's excellent Physiology of Anaesthesia of 1938 c o n m s  an 
extensive review of the literature d e a h g  with mosl aspects of the effect of anaesthetics on the 
various system, but not a word about their possible metabolic fate.' k h e r  states that 
tribromethanol (AV&), a popular basal narcotic, is rapidly destroyed in the liver, but the 
possibility that closely related tnhalational agents might be metabolised IS not considered ThLs 
silence was the general pattern, and the first edition of the Synopsis is unusual in that it actually 
states that chloroform is not altered m the body, and is excreted mainly through the lungs Tbe 
book which set a new academic standard in anaesthetics textbooks. the first of what one might 
call 'the new wave', TAB Harris's Mode o j  Aclron of Anaesthetics, of 1950, expressed the 
contemporary parahgm k e  h s :  'Inhalabon anaesthetics, being non-reactive gases and vapours, 
are excreted from the body by the lungs, unchanged and in Ibe same form as that in whch they 
were ab~orbed.''~ A further example is the very thorough re-evaluation of chloroform as an 
anaesthetic by Waters and his colleagues, published in 1951 ." Although they reviewed its effects 
on the I~ver, ludneys, and cardiovascular system, and correlated Inhaled and blood levels with 
clinical effeces. nowhere is there any indication that they even cons~dered the possibility that 
chloroform might be metabolised. It 1s probably very dficult for younger anaesthetists today to 
understand the extent to which this belief, this article of faith. that tnhalational agents were 
excreted unchanged from the body, underpinned and pervaded the practice of the specialty. 

But in fact the very first indication tbaI a volatile anaesthetic might in part be metabolised came 
in 1906 h g  a study of renal function in relation to chloroform anaesthesia. W H 'Thompsoo 
found a steady increase in the amount of chlondes in the urine, reachmg ten times the normal 
after six hours." Such an increase was not seen aAa ether. Similar observations on chloroform 
had been made by researchers on the Continent, and the chlondes had been identified as anached 
to organic rahals. Although Thompson drew no conclusion from his findings. they were 
menboned by Levy in his monograph on chloroform in 1922, with the commenl that dus 
indicated hat chloroform was probably being broken down in the body; but by then Levy had 
wtually given up the practice of anaesthetics, and the topic was ignored by other t e x t h k  
wnters. " 

The fact that at least one inhalatlonal anaesthehc is to some extent metabolised could have 
appeared m any of the textbooks pubbhed dunng the late 1940s. Following a description in 1944 
of the hitherto unrecognised c l i~ca l  picture of chronic carbon tehachlonde poisoning. chemical 
methods were developed at the Nuflield Department of C h c a l  Medicrne at Oxford for the 
estimation of the levels of chlorocarbon compounds in the blood. Among these were chloroform, 
and also tnchlorethyleneg*, which was in wde use industrialty as a degreasing and dry-cleaning 

Trichlorefhylene is the spelling in th~s  and other earlypapers. To avoid con/usion. this 
spelling (not the later trichloroethylene) is wed throughou/. 



agent, and, as the pure preparation known as Tnlene, as an inhalat~onal anaesthetic and analges~c 
Other chlorocarbons were used as pestic~des, so there were good reasons for developmg methods 
of assay. 

Trichlorethylene was selected for study because as early as 1939 it had been shown In dogs 
anaesthetised with Trilene that 5 to 8 per cent was excreted m the urine as nichloracet~c ac~d. 
However, a follow-up study on human subjects, wh~le suggestive, was less definite So using the 
new method of blood eshmation 12 patlents were studled at Oxford In 1945 " It was found that 
during the recovery period trichlorethylene disappeared rapidly from the blood, and a non- 
volat~le substance chemically indlstingulshable fiom trichloracetic ac~d  appeared In the blood and 
the unne, reaching a maximum concentration in two days, and slowly declining to half that lcvel 
after six. The author, Joan Powell, went on to point out that one of the founding fathers of 
pharmacology, Oscar L~ebre~ch, in 1869, had ~njected sodlum tnchloracetate ~ntravenously m 
human subjects and produced light anaesthesia. This had been repeated with cats in the present 
study. and with small doses in man. and 11 was found that the salt was very slowly metabolised. 
without any sign of toxic effects. In conclusion it was suggested that the method of assay would 
be of d u e  for monitoring chronic exposure to tnchlorethylene. The paper was not published in 
an anaesthetics journal, but there is an acknowledgement to the Nuffield Department of 
Anaesthesia, where the result of this investigation must have been known, though it appears that 
its significance was not immediately recogn~sed In fact the first cltation of Joan Powell's paper 
was by Helliwell and Hunon in a publication on the distribution of trichlorethylene in maternal 
and foetal tlssues which appeared in Anaesrhesra ~n 1950 They quoted it in relation to blood 
levels and rate of el~mination only. and did not menhon metabolism at all." The first anaesthet~c 
publicat~on which did mention metabolism was the monograph on Trilene by Cordon Ostlere, of 
1953." He had been workmg at the Nufield Department, and might have been expected to be ou 

fort with Powell's research. He gave a summary of her findings, elaborated on the chemishy of 
trichloracetic ac~d  and b-~chlorethanol, and mentioned the suggestion that chloral might be an 
intermediate metabolite. It is probably unfa~r to expect a comment on the wider rrnplicat~ons In a 
small monograph of ttus sort. 

Also in 1953, in the third edition of the Synopsr.~, it is mentioned that a small amount of Tnlene 
undergoes change in the body. A paper on mchlorethylene metabolism was published by 
Gilchrist and Goldsmith of Edinburgh in Anaesrhesia in 1956." the same year in which the first 
clln~cal mals of Fluothane (halothane) were published in the UK and of Fluoromar (hifluoro- 
ethyl-vinyl-ether) in the US." In the former no breakdown products were detected in anlmal 
mals, and m the laner its possible metabolism was not mentioned Wylie and Churchill- 
Davldson, in the first edihon of their major textbook in 1960. said that while small amounts of 
Trilene and chloroform were broken down in the body, the possibility of any metabol~c products 
of halothane had not been reported.'' 

Repor& d u n g  the early 1960s of jaund~ce following halothane anaesthesia, and deaths from liver 
failure, turned anention to the quesbon of the fate of halothane in the body, and the possib~l~ty 
that it was biodegraded with the production of toxic metabolites.' Papers reporting research into 
halothane metabolism began to appear from 1964 onwards." New chemical techn~ques were 
developed using volatile anaesthetics radioactively labelled with "carbon and whole body 



radiopaphy which allowed the uptake, distribution, and fate of these agents to be studied in 
anunals. Some will remember the remarkable and unexpected demonstrarion of gaUamine being 
concentrated in the costal cartilages. A review article by lan Geddes in the Brrtrsh Journal o/ 
Anaesthesra in 1972 repofled that studies of diethyl ether, chloroform, trichlorethylene. ethylene, 
cyclopropane, halothane. flwoxene. and methoxyilurane, had shown hat  all, to a greater or lesser 
extent, were broken down in the body In the case of halothane this was an astoruslung 25% 
and methoxyflurane almost hnce as much Research then continued into the possible toxlc~ty of 
the metaboEtes, and the induction of nucrosomal enzymes. 

So the suggestion is that during the decade 1953 to 1963 anaesthesia underwent a K+ 
revolution, a paradigm switch. From beliemg that volatile anaesthetic agents were excreted 
totally unchanged. Lhe teaching became that they are, to a varying and quite considerable extent, 
metabol~sed; and the investigahon of thls process and its consequences became the nonnal 
science m which many researchers became engaged. A feature of this normal science was the 
introduction of new techniques. the use of radioisotopes, and of whole-body radiograms. It 
became normal rcience that whenever a new ~nhalational agent was introduced its fate in the 
body was routinely investigated - in fact, such information was essential before contemplating a 
clinical tnal.u Biodegmlation had become an accepted feature of volatile anaesthetics. The 14' 
volume of Recent Advances contained a review of current knowledge, &g in se~of lwane ,~  and 
the chapter on isoflurane in the I 5- volume devoted almost a page to its metabolism, comparing it 
with enflurane and halothane." 

So over a period of some twenty years ~t became accepted, contrary to a fundamental bel~ef that 
had S U M V ~ ~  for the previous one hundred. that volahle anaesthetics are broken down in the 
body, and this paradigm switch gave nse to a new normal science which devised or adopted 
spec~al techruques to determine, with regard to mdlwdual agents, the extent, and the by-products. 

This 1s the only hue Kuhnian revolution in anaesthesia that I can W of, although I believe 
there IS another, the change in the perception of the supme hypotension or caval compression 
syndrome from idiosyncratic, to respiratory. then to cardiovascular, but that is a separate subject, 
and more obstetric than anaesthetic. 
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NALORPAINE - THE FIRST OPIATE ANTAGONIST' 

Professor R Bodman (retired) 
Cork. Ireland 

In the 1940s and 50s the Anaesthetic Sect~on of the Royal Soc~ety of Medlc~ne was the 
princ~pal forum m B n t a ~  and mdeed m Europe, for the promotion of research in anaesthesia. 
All papers presented at the Section were published In the Proceedings. 

In 1953, m the Barnes Hall. a new film ent~tled Nalorphine was shown by members of the 
Burroughs Wellcome Research h h M e  ' llus demonstrated the achon or  nalorphne as an 
antagorust to morphme A dog was shown deeply narcotlsed wth morplune, nalorplune was 
Injected mto a leg vem, the dog woke up wth startlmg rapldlty - m twelve seconds he was 
slmng up and m half a m u t e  he was nuuung round stuffing h s  food on the floor T~IS  
remarkable demonstrahon prov~ded a solubon to the ever-present problem of treatlng the 
respuatory depress~on due to an overdose of oplum 

Opium - 'A Dmngerous Drug' 

Op~um has always been wth us Paracelsus, m the 1 6 ~ ~  century, concocted a mixture he 
called lamurn, h c h  name has been used to descnbe tincture of opium up to the present 
day In the Middle Easf Pers~a and India. where the poppy is grown as a cash crop. op~um 
was and is usually smoked When I was in Iran after the war, opium was readily available 
and ~ t s  dangerous s ~ d e  effect of respuatory depression often demonstrated m the bazaar, 
where ~t was not uncommon to see two young men frog-marchg 'grandma' up the street to 
keep her awake, after over-indulgmg m the oplum pipe! Studies in India' mainta~ned that 
'moderate use may be ~ndulged m for years without producing any decided or appreclabk 111 
effect' and 'op~um smoking m y  be regarded m much the same light as the use of alcohol~c 
stimulants'. The treatment of overdose, a p r l  from forced exercise. included 'a pint of strong 
hot coffee admuustered per rectum' 

In the tune of ether anaesthes~a m o r p h  mght be used as a premed~cahon, but was useless, 
m fact contra-md~cated dunng anaesthesia, even depressing the response to the addloon of 
carbon d ~ o u d e  - an old tnck used to shmulate resplrabon and so Increase the concentrabon of 
ether In order to facllltate mtubahon 

Oplum was denormnated a 'Dangerous Drug' and as a result 1 belleve many pahents were 
needlessly detued adequate and ava~lable p m  rebef for fear of the possiblllty of respiratory 
depress~on It IS nobceable that m my old textbooks of that penod no menhon a made of the 
treabnent of oplum overdose, as mght have been expected ~f oplates had been used more 
generously 

The revolution in anaesthesia 

The 1940s saw a revohon m anaesthehc prachce The most remarkable was the 
~ntroducbon of curare by Gnffith and Johnson m 1942 ' They routmely used cyclopropane. 
thls never became popular m the Un~ted Kmgdom Not only was 11 very expensive, when 
most hosp~tals were broke, but 11 was used m the Waters to-and-fro c u c l u ~  not eas~ly learned 
by GPlanaesthebsts N~trous ox~ddoxygen rmxtures were supplemented wth ether or 



barbiturates Credit must be pven to Gray, the first to use curare to intubate' (a h g  Grifith 
never did). but Neff, a Canadian who h a d  m Montreal with Gnffith, proposed usmg 
pehdine (demerol) to augment mtrous oxlddoxygen anaesthesia inslead of using 
cyclopropane (1947).' Ths was a new idea at the time, but the problem of respiratory 
depression remained. 

The effect of  pethidine on respiration 

Respiration could be recorded in the operating theatre by usmg a length of corrugated tubmg 
tied round the chest and connected to a Marrey's tambour, writing on a kymograph. I used a 
sunple apparatus6 wh~ch was inspued by Morton's portable kymopph (1950)' to record 
respiratory depress~on by opiates and its reversal m pahents lightly anaesthetised with 
hiopentone and cyclopropane. 

Figure I demonstrates the different effects of pehdine and thiopentone; 

Figure 2 ~ndicates the duration of respiratory depression following pethidine, 

Figure 3 demonstrates the effect of pehdine In reducing the respiratory response to the 
addition of 5% carbon dioxide after thiopentone, 

Figure 4 shows the effect of n i k e h d e  which was commonly used to shmulate respiration 
at that time - the effect was h-ansitory. 
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Figure 1. Effects of  pethidine 50mg - upper tracing 
ancl thiopentone 0.59 - lower tracing, on patients 

lightly anaesthetised with thiopentone and nitrous 
oxide. Tracings read L>R, inspiration downwards 

Figures indicate respiratory rate per minute. 



Figure 2. Graph plotted from tracing such as Fig.1 
to indicate effect of pethidine 50 mg intravenously 
on respiratory rate. Note the slow return to normal. 

N-ally1 normorphine 

In 1952 Bunoughs Wellcome provided me with samples of their new drug and they also gave 
me a Gaddum's spirometer. ' k s  dewce had two Marrey's tambours separated by a 
resistance, which could record both respiratory rate and hdal volume on a kymograph.' Using 
a closed circuit Connell machine and very light cyclopropane anaesthesia, I was able to 
demonstrate that nalorptune immediately reversed the respiratory depression produced by 
pethidine (Figure 5). 

By using repented doses of I rng nalorptune, the min~rnum dose requued to reverse the effect 
of SO mg pethidine could be gauged (Figure 6). 

Finally. under very light cyclopropane anaesthesia the initation of an endotracheal tube would 
cause the patient to gag and produce an irregular respiratory pattern; this could be abolished 
by a dose of petludine. slowing the respiratory rate. At ths point nalorptune reversed the 
slowmg effect, but aRer 3-5 minutes the irregular pattern broke through again, but a second 
dose of pethidine restored the regular pattern without slowmg rate (Figure 7) 

Mennwhjle, Eckenhoff, Hob and Dnpps (1952)9 had shown the effect of normorphine in 
four cases of optate overdose. They demonstrated its effectiveness In reversing the 
respiratory depression caused by a vanety of opioids. They also showed that in obstetric 
cases sedated with opiates the e h b i b o n  of normorphne before delivery sigruficantly 
shortened the time from delivery of the infant to the tint gasp or cry. 



Figure 3 .  Effect of pethidine on the response of  he 
respiratory cent!-e to carbon dioxide. Upper tracing - 
control - shows great increase of respiration. Lower 
tracing - pt received pethidine - shows little response 

to same stimulus 
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Figure 4. Effect of nikcthamidc (MK) on respiration 
depressed by pethidme 
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Figure S. Nalorphine 3 mg ( N h L  3)  reversing depression 

caused by 50 mg pethidine. Gaddum's spirometer. 



Figure 6. Graph of respn. ~.ates/minute demonstrating method 
of 'titra!ingl 50 mg pethidine with nalorphine 1 mg at atime. 
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Figure 7. 1':lfect of n a l o ~ p h ~ n ~  nn a n ~ I j * c i ~  pmc!crn(! )_\y ;r_!hidi~. 
'liacing L>Rfrom above do~vllcwds. Time: minutes 

N-ally1 normorphine was approved by the Brtrkh Phurmucopoeia, officially named 
Nalorphine BP and marketed by Burroughs Wellcome as 'Lethidrone' 

Finally. the demonstration that nalorplune could 'over-ride' the respiratory depressing effect 
of pethid~ne and allow a degree of analgesia without resptratory depression prompted 
Bwroughs Wellcom to m k e t  a combination of pehdine and antagonist (levallorphan) as 
'Pethilorphan'. 

This combination was approved by the Central Midwives Board, but subsequent doubts as to 
i& usefulness emerged. However, recently my anenuon has been drawn to a paper by Crain 
and Shen (2000)10 reviewng the literature in Parn. dernonstrahng that very small doses of 
antagonist (nnloxone) actually increased the effective analgesia of m o r p h ,  while 
dirmnrshing its slde effects. 

Perhaps the story of op~ate antagonists IS not yet concluded1 
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A BRIEF EUSTORY OF RESUSCITATION IN THE COMMUNITY 
AND TEE CASE OF DR BULLOUGH 

DrC Shaqx 
Specialist Registrar. West Suffolk Hospital, Bury St Edmuods 

Introduction 

Dr John Bullough d ~ e d  on the 9' January, 1999. He is remembered as a m i g m r  for the 
teaching of resuscitation techniques to doctors, paramedical staff. and the general publ~c. 

In 1963 h Bullough successfully resuscitated a young woman. MISS Sylvh Berwick, at the 
road-side following an accident. This event made headllne news in the natlonal press of che 
day and was heralded as a 'first'. However, the history of resuscitation is one of techniques 
discovered, then forgotten and later rediscovered. Indeed, examnahon of the history of 
resuscitation in the community indicates that it may In fact have ancient ongins. This p p e r  
discusses the case of Dr Bullough and its historical wntext. 

Ancient times 

Throughout hstory, medicine has sought to thwart sickness and death. The only evidence 
From the prehistoric era comes from foss11 bones and cave paintings. The practice of 
trephining, (removing a piece of bone from the skull), seems to have been widespread. Th~s  
procedure was performed on men, women and children and the holes ranged in size from tiny 
to two inches in diameter They were round or square shaped. That the unforhlnate indiv~dual 
survived this procedure is shown by the healing of h e  cut bone edges. The reasons for this 
procedure can only be speculated upon. Attempted resuscitation from drowning has been 
documented as far back as E g y m  a s .  Inversion was known as a treatment. as was 
rubbing the body with salt Both of these treatments were however forbidden.' 

That mouth to mouth resuscltation m y  have early origins 1s also seen in a possible case in the 
Bible involving the prophet Elisha and the S h u n a m t e  woman in which her son was dead.' 
The reference to this is found in the Second Book of Kings chapter 4, verse 34 and 35: 

'And he went up. and put his mouth upon his mouth. and his eyes upon h s  eyes, and his 
hands upon his hands. and he stretched himself upon the child, and the flesh of the child 
waxed warm. Then he returned and walked in the house to and fro; and went up and 
stretched humelf upon h~m and the child sneezed seven times, and the child opened his 
eyes.' 

In the 16' century William Butler, a physician of Clare Hall. Cambridge, was involved in the 
resuscilahon of a parson.' He was prepanng a s e m n  to be preached before King James. He 
prepared so diligently that he had dficulty sleeping HIS wife apparently gave hlm some 
opium which d e  him sleep his last His wife then sent for Doctor Butler who, aRer seeing 
the panon s a d  that she was in danger of being hanged for killing her husband and set about 
t iding a remedy He had one of the parson's w w s  killed and opened. The parson was put 
lnside h e  warm belly, which after some time brought him 10 life or else he would have surely 



died. It is questionable as to whether Ihe parson really had a cardiac arrest but gives some 
Indication as to the emphasis on the theme of warming in apparent cases of suspended 
anlmabon. 

18" century 

In 1732. mouth-to-mouth ventilation was used by William Tossach'to resuscitate a man who 
had been overcome by fumes in a mine shall Ths fomred the basis for a pamphlet in which 
John Fothergill' suggested in 1744 that those who seem to be dead may be resuscitated by 
blowing strongly into the lungs. 

Dunng these times sudden death as a result of cardiovascular disease was not recognized.6 
Most sudden deaths were by accidents or infectious disease. The most common accident was 
drowning. The methods of resuscitation in that era included warming of the body, applying 
friction and blowing tobacco smoke into the rectum Other techniques lncluded hanging a 
patient upside down over a fire thereby providing three therapies in one: being drainage of 
water, warming, and smoke inhalation It was believed that a drowned person was only 
apparently dead and their appearance was due to heat loss that could be improved by external 
means. 

It would appear that mouth to mouth ventilation was not generally known to or prachced by 
medical men in the 18" century although it was used by the common people to resuscitate 
shllbom infants Mouth to mouth ventilation was described by Benjamin Pugh in 1753 and 
later by J G Wilson in 1859. Wilson described the use of a metal tracheal tube for expired air 
ventilation of the newborn instead of mouth to mouth which was not always pleasant or 
agreeable, especially if the infant was delivered of a filthy or diseased mother.' 

Electricity was also coming into the therapeutic annamentarium Charles Kite designed the 
first defibrillator. The case of three year old Catherine Sophie Greenhill was described. On 
16 July 1774 she fell from an upstairs window and was pronounced dead. but a Mr Squires 
came twenty minutes later and treated her by passing an electric current through her thorax. 
Her pulse returned and she began to breathe. She remained in a coma but returned to full 
health within a week. 

Humane Societie 

R e d  Antoine Reaumur argued that those who had been drowned for several hours could be 
resuscitated He ideas inspired the formahon of the Amsterdam Society in 1767.' A similar 
society was formed in London and became known as the Royal Humane Society. Thrs was 
formed in 1774 by Dr WiU~am Hawes and Dr Thomas Cogan, and was first known as 'The 
Institution for Affording Immediate Relief to Persons Apparently Dead From *ownings, it 
subsequently became the 'Humane Society' in 1776 and acquired the prefvt 'Royal' in 1787 
when King George I11 granted his Royal patronage. This soclety was instrumental in the 
resuscltabon of victims of near drowning in the Thames, and the development and 
dissemination of resuscitation techniques. Records of  successful resuscitations were kept and 
prizes awarded to those who made an attempt to resuscitate those in suspended animation. 



Dr Hawes consulted with other medical men of the time including John Hunter, whose views 
were based on anjmal expenments that he conducted with h ~ s  brother Williarn m 1755. In 
1776 he published an essay on resuscitation in which he emphasized ihat in cases of 
drownrng, cessation of respiration was the min cause of death. and that thrs was followed by 
cardiac arrest. Prompt treatment was important and every moment lost decreased the chances 
of a successful outcome Charles Krte recommended artific~al respiration wth either warm au 
from the lungs or dephlogisticated air (Joseph Priestly described oxygen as dephlogisticated 
arr) Many of Ihe techn~ques descnbed above were advocated, but were abandoned w i h  
swiy years of the founding of the Society. The Society was responsible for introducing the use 
of various tubes and bellows for resuscitatio~ but these were abandoned m the 19' century 
when it was shown that they could produce barotrauma Each year the Society published 
detailed reports For example m 1775, out of 67 acc~dents 33 persons had been successfully 
resuscitated. 

Resuscitation techniques came to America approximately ren years after the formation of the 
humane soc~eties of Europe. Similar socreties were formed ~n Massachusetts, Philadelphia 
and New York. These soc~eties were connected with the Royal Humane Society and therefore 
took therr rules and operations from suggestions of its oficers. 

Though today we take he diagnosis of death for granted, there is still the occasional report of 
a 'dead person' waking up in the mortuary, for example after barbiturate poisoning In the 
context of a h~story of resuscitat~on, the diagnosis of death was less certs~n. 

I t  was known from class~cal tlmes that premature burn1 was a problem and this was greatly 
feared. Jacques Winslow. a French physician, apparently had experienced premature burial in 
his youth and as a result of thls experience developed a preoccupation with this subject. In 
1740 he wrote The Uncertainry of the S i p  of Death and the Dangers of Preciprrate 
lntermenrs and Dissectrom. Thrs resulted ~n a renewal of fear and interest in this problem and 
the importance of attempting resuscitation. 

With the advent of resuscitation and difficulties in d~agnosing death, came he problem of 
when to discontinue resuscitatron attempts. Kite thought there was no time limit. J a m s  Curry 
however thought that it should be discontinued if there was absolute death described as black 
swollen face, glassy shrivelled eyes, and most certainly ifthere was putrefaction. 

The l9* century 

?he techniques for resuscltation did not change much during the early 19' century. Bellows 
were In use but were removed from the list of the recommended methods of the Royal Soc~ety 
in 1837 aAer Leroy. In 1829, showed that bellows could k ~ l l  animals. During the 1 9 ~  century 
a nwnber of different methods of artificial ventilation were devised Dalryrnple in 1831, 
inboduced the bandage method of ventilation. Th~s entailed the alternate pulling and relaxing 
on the crossed ends of  the bandage that was placed around the thorax Relaxation produced 
insprration. The Sylvester method was descnbed in 1858 In this method (which was 
considered natural. imitating the actions of the pectoral muscles), the capacity of the chest 
was increased by I~fhng the a m  above the head thereby elevating the nbs The lungs were 
emptied by placing the arms back to the s~des. The Marshall-Hall method consisted of 



placing the patient alternately in the prone and lateral position while exertlng pressure on the 
back. The Howard method consisted of emptying the thorax by applying pressure to the lower 
part of the chest. By relaxing t h ~ s  pressure the thorax would expand and the chest would fill 
with air. The supine position was not favoured as it allowed the tongue to fall back into the 
pharynx and did not allow the escape of water, mucus and froth from the lungs, air passages 
and mouth." 

Alexander Graham Bell, known for inventing the telephone, also created an apparatus for 
artificml respuation. He worked on this intermittently between 1868 and 1905. The apparatus 
was the Bell 'vacuum jacket' which consisted of an airtight jacket and a bellows This he 
presented at the 3 I s  Annual Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science in Montreal, Canada on 25 August 1882. His first apparatus was small and could only 
be used on small animals and lhts was successfully used IO ventilate a drowned caf although 
the resuscitation of the animal was not successhlJ. Bell eventually constructed an apparatus In 
1892, which could be used on humans." 

Endotracheal intubation was known from early In the 19' century and carried out by 
palpation. It was primarily used in patients with airway obsbuction due to diphtheria and this 
started mainly in France and Bntain. Its use during general anaesthesia did not begin until the 
beginning of the 20' century. During the period following the advent of anaesthes~a. 
resuscitation was of a simlar nature to that practised in the community." 

Snow in the mid-19" century was anaesthetising a patient with amylene, a drug about which 
little 1s known today. He was d~stracted for a few seconds and when he looked agaln at the 
patient, he noticed that the valve of the face piece had moved so  that the patient was receiving 
a higher than normal concentration. He discontinued the agent and on palpating the pulse felt 
just a flutter in the right wrist. The patient was breathing well, but the respiration was 
becoming slower and deeper. Snow drew the surgeon's attention to IIUS and they threw cold 
water on the patient's face, whch  did not work well. The patient was now becoming livid and 
gasping, so they commenced artificial respiration using the method of Marshall-Hall. They 
continued for one and a half h o r n  but they finally gave up Post-mortem did not reveal much 
although it is interesting to note that the patient had drunk a pint of ale a quarter of an hour 
before the operation." 

Schiff in Germany, in 1882, reported cardiopulmonary resuscitation in experimental animals. 
He utilised the open-chest method. This probably helped to pave the way towards modern 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation Closed-chest cardiac massage was pioneered in Germany in 
the late 19' century by Boehm in animals, and by M m s  in patients T h ~ s ,  however, was 
forgotten until the 20" cenhiry 

The  to* century 

Resuscitation advanced during the 20' century but was mmly hospltal based. This included 
the use of adrenaline (probably in 1906) by Crile and Dolly in the United States. 
Resuscitation which previously took place only in operating theatres, became more wdely 
used in hospitals. The opebchest cardiac massage method cont~nued to be the technique of 
choice. Hospital physicians carried a slerile scalpel blade and anaesthesia teams carried 
intubating equipment and a bellows. Outs~de hosp~tal however. cardiopulmonq arrest still 
meant certain death. 



I t  was m the 1950s that basic life support as we know it today became an entity. In h decade 
Elam and his associates demonstrated that expired air ventilation can maintain n o m l  oxygen 
and carbon dioxide values as long as the rescuer hyperventilates. l lus  led to the questiorung 
of Ihe chest-pressure arm-llfl method of respiration. Safar and associates then went on to 
show that the tongue obstructed the airway dunng coma. They demonstrated the efficacy of 
head tilt, mouth opening and jaw thrust They also showed the efficacy of mouth-to-mouth 
ventilation and that a p m  resulted in rapid deoxygenabon, wh~ch was remedied by 
recommencing t h ~ s  technique. External cardiac compression was rediscovered by 
Kouwenhoven and K m c k e h k e r  by experiments with dogs, and was applied to a pbenf  a 
35 year old femle undergomg an emergency cholecystectomy. by Jude. a surgical resident 
l lus  technique was then mtroduced without randomized clinical trials, statistics or 
computers l' 

Dr W Kouwenhoven is considered to be the founder of modem resuscitation. Apart from 
rediscovering extemal cardiac massage, he developed internal and external defibrillation and 
studied the effects of elecmcity on the heart." 

In the early 1950s Dr Carlos Parsloe was involved in the resuscitation of a boy who was 
electrocuted by an electrical cable By dlvme providence this occurred m front of Dr Parsloe's 
residence. He heard Ihe commohon and went to see what was happening. After the boy was 
disengaged from the cable, it was found that he was apnoeic and cyanotic. Dr Parsloe, then 
with the aid of a handkerchief, began mouth to mouth ventihhon. He was not successful, and 
collecting his equipment from the house, mtubated the boy making adequate ventilat~on 
possible. The patient very slowly began to show signs of recovery. In hospital, he was shown 
to have severe aspiration pneumnla but survived the ordeal without mechanical vent~lation 
which was not available In those days." 

Dr Bullougb 

At Chslehurst, Kent in November 1963. Dr B u l l o w  then a consultant anaesthetist at the 
Dartford Group of Hospitals, was in a car when he witnessed an acc~dent in which a young 
w o m q  Miss Sylvla Benulck. aged 19, was the casualty. He rushed over to assrst her and 
found that she had no signs of I~fe. He commenced exlernal cardiac mnssage and mouth-to- 
mouth expired air ventilation (the kiss-of-life) which is now part of baslc life support. People 
at the scene begged him to leave her alone. After a p p r o m t e l y  five minutes her cardiac 
output returned followed by spontaneous respiration. AAer a further five minutes she became 
conscious and asked 'What happened?' She had no recollection of the accident. She 
subsequently made a full recovery wth no untoward sequelae. At that time it was described 
as the f i t  occasion that a person had been 'brought back from death' aAer a road traffic 
amdent, and was avidly reported in the press of the day. It may have been the first successful 
resuscltation after a road traffic accldent in the United Kingdom, but 11 was not the first case 
of successful resuscitation In the community based on the account given. 

Dr Bullough's Legacy 

In 1966, the American National Academy of Science-National Research Council (NAS-NRC) 
recommended training of medical and allied health care workers In external cardiac massage 
accord~ng to the standards of the American Heart Associat~on. In 1974 training in cardlcr 
pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) was extended to the public. This was after recommendations 



at a Standards Meeting in 1973.16 Since then (he guidelines and standards have been regularly 
updad.  A d v d  Cardiac L~fe Suppon courses were subsequently developed and instituted 
all over the United States, h e  f i t  being in 1975." 

In 1982 the Resuscitation Council in the UK first published their gcudelines for basic life 
suppori. Advanced Cardiac L~fe Suppon followed in 1984 Collaboration with Conbnental 
Europe has resulted in European Resuscltation Guidelines in 1992 wth further updates. h e  
last being published in June 1998." There will be amendments to the guidelines from a 
meebng recently held in Copenhagen. 

DT Bullough d ~ d  see h s  recomndahons actually come to pass In our present tune 
resuscliatlon has become accepted throughout the NHS W~th A d v d  Ltfe Support (ALS) 
courses. everyone m the health service now conducts basr l~fe support to the gu~deltnes of the 
m< Resuscltahon Council Most busts have made tt mandatop that new rnedrcal staff must 
be 'passed' by the Resuscllabon Trauring Officer as to the~r competence In baslc l~fe support 
Ambulances now have (echrucm and pararned~cs who can apply bulc and advanced l~fe 
support techques as requued at the roads~de. and bas~c l~fe support 1s known of by all and 
sundry even ~f they cannot actually perform ~t correctly 

DT Bullough was a proponent of resuscltation but did not originate the method. The ABCs of 
resuscitation techruques were present over two hundred years ago but have been refined over 
the years. Let us not forget them again. 
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'ON THE HOUSE' 
A JUNIOR DOCTOR AND RESIDENT ANAESTHETIST IN 1950 

Dr Jean Honon 
Past Pres~dent, Hlstory of Anaesthesia Soc~ety 

Emeritus Consultant Anaesthetist. Addenbrooke's Hosp~tal, Cambridge 

'When does history begin? Perhaps the 50 year rule is sound'. T h ~ s  was the opinion of Alfred 
Lee, the first President of the History of Anaesthesia Society, in his introduction to a paper 
presented at the Second lnternat~onal Symposium on the History of Anaesthesia held in 
London in 1987.' It would therefore seem appropriate in this Millennium Year of 2000, and 
on the occasion of the second meeting of the History of Anaesthesia Society to be held in 
Ixicester, to place on record some recollect~ons of my life as a junior doctor In Leicester and 
Cambridge in l950 

Fifty years ago In 1950. 1 was the only house physician at the Lacester General Hospital, (the 
City G as it was known to the locals). wh~ch had been the former munlc~pal and poor law 
hospital for Leicester. Although the two consultant physicians for my medical firm were 
primarily physicians to the Leicester Royal Infirmary (LRI), the City G was regarded as the 
poor relation, but provided good experience in general medicine. At that time it was the 
common practice in many hospitals for the house physician to cover the off duty of the 
resident anaesthetist This was no problem for me as we had been well taught at my clinical 
Medical School, the West London Hosp~tal In Hammersm~th. I had always been more 
Interested in surgery than medicine and so took the occasional opportunity to watch the late 
Brian Johnson, a vlsltlng consultant from the LRI, at work. 

In April 1950 1 went from Leicester to Addenbrooke's Hospital in Cambridge, initially for six 
months as a single-handed casualty officer. When 1 was unable to get the duty resident 
anaesthetist to come down to casualty, rather than keep patients waiting I would give the 
anaesthetics myself, and persuade a friendly general or orthopaedic house surgeon to open an 
abscess, deal w t h  a septic tinger or reduce a Colles fracture. 

How I became an Anaesthetist 

In September 1950 1 felt that the time had come to choose a career path. I was happy In 
Cambridge and had enjoyed the experience in casualty. It certainly gave one the ability to 
make quick decisions and 'stand on one's own feet'. I had always enjoyed giving 
anaesthetics because of their close association with the surgical world, and so in October 1950 
I commenced an appointment as one of two resident anaesthetists at Addenbrooke's Hospital. 
There was one non-res~dent registrar who was Dr Aileen Adams 

The Consultant Anaestbetisb a t  Addenbrooke's in 1950 

The Consultant Anaesthetists had all been Honorary Anaesthetists to Addenbrooke's Hosp~tal 
before the introduction of the National Health Service in 1948. Because Addenbrooke's had 
been designated as a teaching hospital. they were all graded as consultants, although they 
were all still in general practice either singled-handed or in partnersh~p. All came from 
practices in the Un~versity and fash~onable areas of Cambridge. The other consultants on the 
hosp~tal staff would naturally depend on them for private practlce referrals 



There were seven Consultant Anaesthetists at that time; Drs Charles Budd, Harold 
Youngman, George Keates, Windsor Lewis, Joan Cooper. George Hart and Harry R~chards 

The Dutia of r Resident Anaesthetist 

T k  dutles of the resident anaeslhetisls were not defined, but one of the main tasks was to 
rel~eve the consultants at around 5pm so that they could leave to conduct their evening 
surgeries. On my first day as a resident anaesthet~st, I was called to take over a puhal 
gasb-eclomy from Wtndsor Lewis. Emergency surgery in the 1950s was mostly for acute 
appendicitis, perforated peptic ulcers, hctures including fractured neck of femur, and 
emergency prostatectomies. 

There were some regular routine dutles for the resident anaesthetlsts. Every mrnlng there 
were dental gases in the out-patient dental department. and anaesthetics for the casualty 
department There were afternoon llsts in the out-patient theatre (note that In 1950 we were 
doing a great deal of day case surgery). These lists were for varicose veins, m r  
orthopaedics and the casualty officer's minor operations; there were also evening lists starting 
at Spm wth the v~siting consultant dental surgeons for the removal of wisdom teeth etc. 

The other resident anaesthetist and myself were on call on alternate nights (except on 
Wednesdays which was covered by the regstrar) and we had no official consultant or 
registrar cover We also drew up our own weekly rota of both day and on-call duties. 

There was no formal teachlng or career guidance. for at that time it was still expected that any 
qualified doctor could give an anaesthetic based on the training chat they had received as 
medical students. Therefore, either one could have gone punting on the Cam or played tennis 
every afternoon, or organise one's own training (and we were mostly self-taught). When I had 
spare time. I anended the consultants' llsts to learn as much as possible. Then skills varied 
and their techruques were sometimes bizarre and eccentric. I leamed most from Windsor 
Lewis (who had been a famous rugby wing three-quarter for Wales and had served during the 
war in the Royal Army Medical Corps). 1 leamed a great deal about ENT anaesthesia From 
Jimrny Simpson Surgeons tolerated the situation because of heir dependence on private 
practice referrals. 

There was no hospital library, but a few journals were available m a library m the 
radiotherapy department, orgarused by Professor Joe Mitchell Most of us received our own 
copies of the British Medical Journal or subscribed to the lancer. There were two maln 
theatres, an ENT theatre, an Eye theatre and an out-patient theatre. Except for the Eye theatre 
each had an anaesthetic room It would often take more than 20 minutes to anaesthetise a 
patient if endotracheal intuballon was required. Ass~stsnce for the anaesthetist vaned. 
Sometimes lhere was an untrained assistant (the forerunner of the Operahng Department 
Assistant) or a student nurse. Syringes were autoclaved or boiled between use and there were 
no disposable needles or scalpel blades The hospltal employed technicians as needle and 
knife sharpeners On the anaesthetic machines the oxygen and nitrous oxlde cylinders had to 
be manhandled into the theawe and changed by the anaesthetist. We had no special h t r e  
clothes and merely wore a gown over our everyday clothes. This was difficult during hot 
summer days In theatres withohout air-condition~ng. I kept a careful note of how many 
anaesthetics I had administered each week and used Nosworthy cards for major cases By the 
end of a year as a resident anaesthet~st I had admnistered over 1500 anaesthetics, many for 



the most major surgery camled out at that tme. which Included part~al gastrectom~es and 
spinal surgery. 

Conclusion 

Addenbrooke's at that tlme was a well run and happy hospital. and I was very sad when the 
time came In October 195 1 for me to leave; but such was my affection for Addenbrooke's that 
l considered myself fortunate to retum from 1958 until 1960 as a Senior Registrar 
Anaesthetist, and again from 1970 to 1983 as a Consultant Anaesthetist specialis~ng in 
anaesthes~a for neurosurgery. 
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DR AXHAM AND THE MEDICAL ACT 

In 1988 Dr Alfred Lee presented to the History of Anaesthes~a Society The Sad Tale of Dr 
Rrham, which was included in Essays on the H~srory o/'Anaeslhesm.' Dr Lee also became the 
co-author of an Hutorical V~gnetre' in 1995, with an extended article about the association of the 
m d c a l  profession with an unqualified practitioner. Why this interest in Dr Axham, an obscure 
GP from Soho who was struck off the Medical Register in 19117 Others have been erased from 
the Re~s te r ;  why was Dr Lee so concerned mth the case of this particular doctor? 

Synopsis of tbe Story 

In 1906. at the age of 65. Dr Axham agreed to give anaesthetics for Mr Herbert Barker, a famous 
manipulative surgeon.' Mr Barker, who was not medically qualified, eventually became hugely 
successful and the envy of the medical profession. However, in February 191 1 Mr Barker was 
sued in the High Court for alleged negligent treaiment by a Charles Thomas for the sum of 
f 5.000. Mr Barker lost the case and the plaintiff was awarded the palby sum of E2 I .' That same 
morning Dr Axham had received a letter from Dr Bateman. Secretary of the Medical Defence 
Union, threatening to report hun to the General Medical Council if he did not dissociate hunself 
from Mr Barker. This h Axham would not agree to do and he was subsequently reported to the 
GMC.' At a hearing on 24 May. and now aged 71, he was again asked if he would dissociate 
hunself from Mr Barker. He said he had done notlung wrong and that nobody, least of all the 
GMC. had complamd before in the five years he had been anaesthetising for Mr Barker. He klt 
he was h g  made to take the blame for something he had not done. and said that it would be 
wrong to dissociate h s e l f  as Mr Barker was providmg an excellent service to needy pabents. 

It took the GMC only 15 minutes to find the doctor guilty of infanous professional conduct,' and 
to order his name to be erased from the Medical Register. Dr Axham, e-xpecmg that tlus would 
happen, had already handed in h s  notice to the workhouse in Poland Street where he had worked 
for 24 years, and to various friendly societies to which he was doctor. (He was Surgeon to the 
Foresters, Hearts of Oak, Comical Fellows, and the Universal Fnendly L~fe Assurance Benefit 
Soc~eties; also to the James Self-Supporting nspensary). When asked at the GMC h e m g  why 
he had done thn, he replied that he did not want to go through the indignity of being gtven h ~ s  
notice. The law would have required this for reasons I wdl go into later However, there was 
n o h g  in the regulations to stop Dr Axham from giving anaesthehcs for Mr Barker as an 
unregistered practitioner.' He continued to do so for ten more years, much to the annoyance of 
the medical profession. Dr Axham had to move out of his large house in central London to live 
in genteel poverty m Norbury. Mr Barker on the other hand was later knighted. 

When Dr Axham, at the age of 80. was becoming too frail to contlnue @ring anaesthetics. Sir 
Herbert had no trouble findmg a Dr Frank Collie to anaesthetise for hun.' As can be expected this 
caused publlc out~age.~ The public wanted to know if the GMC and the medical establishment 



had changed their views about a doctor giving anaesthetics for an unregistered practitioner 
Other anaeslhetists later gave anaesthetics for Sir Herbert wthout any official complaint; for 
example, in 1936. at the Barker demonstration at St Thornas's Hospital for the Brihsh 
Orthopaedic Association, gas was pven by Dr Z Mennell " In addlbon, [ possess a photo of Sir 
Herbert manipulating an arm during hls spell as a consu~lant mampulabve surgeon on the Isle of 
Man. where it can be clearly seen that 11 1s bang done under a general anaeslhebc (Figure]). 

Figure I - Sir Herbert manlpulatmg an 
elbow The anaesthehst can - ' be seen holdmg a mask 

D r  Axharn and the professions 

Dr Axham fell foul of h s  m d c a l  colleagues, Ihe General Medical Councll, the m d c a l  colleges 
and the law Anltudes and the law change over the years and the amtude to unregstered 
practlhoners has changed Profess~ons alhed to medlcme are now p e r f o m g  many funchons 
prewously confined to medcal staff, and Uus IS only poss~ble w t h  thew co-openhon Could II 

all go wrong one day. and could Lhere be another 'poor Axham' m the years lo come? Rstory 
has a hablt of repeahng ~lself 

Hir medical coUergua 

At the time of Dr Axham's erasure from the Medical Register the medical profession, through the 
BMA, was campaigning against bonesetters." It must have been extremely galling to see Mr 
Barker earning a fortune treatlng patients without having to go through the rigours and expense 
of a medical educat~on. To add msult to injury Mr Barker used the press as a means of boosbng 
h ~ s  reputation,"~" and he d ~ d  not hes~tate to release d d s  of his more famous patients." He also 
bombarded the British Medrcal Journal with letters (14 and 26 November; 3, 4, and 25 
December 1906 and 9 January 1907 to name but a few), naming patients whom he had 
successfuUy treated. He went further, actually challengmg the medcal profession" In an open 
letter to the Res~dent  of the Royal College of Surgeons." He later deposited £1,000 w t h  the 
Daily Expres.~, claiming that he could cure six cases where the medical profession had failed 
(Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 
Cutting from the DoUy Expres~. ? April 1906 

As you can imagine, the profession was waiting for something to go wrong, and when 11 did, they 
jumped in and suggested that the boy Thomas should sue." It  was the profession, using the 
MDU, who reported h Axham to the General Med~cal Counc~l and who conducted the 
proceedings against him.19 The MDU provided the GMC with a transcript of Dr Axham's 
endence at 'The Alleged Negligence of a Bonesener' (reported In The Trmes of 3 February 
191 1). admining that he had given anaeslhetics for Mr Barker on many occasions. 

The General Medical Council 

The General Medical Council came lnto being as a consequence of the Medical Act of 1858,m 
and was given the herculean task of determining the qualifications necessary for registration and 
the su~tabil~ty of training establishments. Furthermore, it  was responsible for publishing the 
Rrrrrsh Pharmacopoeia." To enable it to do this the GMC was given awesome powers, being 
accountable only to the Pnvy Council," and had the right to erase from the Register the name of 
any medical practitioner 'convicted of any Felony or Misdemeanour, or after due enquiry be 
judged by the General Council to have been ylllty of infamous Conduct ~n any professional 
respect'." h Axham was struck off for enabltng Mr Barker, an unregistered practitioner, to do 
the work of a doctor. It  1s of interest that the word 'operat~ons' was used for Mr Barker's 
activities although he never actually used the knife When Dr Axham agreed to give anaesthetics 
for Mr Barker, did he know that he mlght get Into trouble? He adrn~ts in a letter to the Royal 
College of F'hyslcians of Edinburgh." and In an arhcle to Tmrh" that he did. The GMC regularly 
posted warnlngs to those registered with them and frequently repeated these warnings on the 
front pages of the Medical Register and In the supplements of the H ~ r i v h  Medrcal Journal 



The use of unqualified assishnts and 'covering' 

Having received complaints that patients were being treated by unqualified assistants. and that 
these unqualified assistants were actually s~gning death certificates in the name of a doctor (one 
doctor did not even live in the same counby), the GMC decided to act and proposed legslation 
tha would prevent doctors 'om employing unqualified people to do their work for them. 

A few months later the GMC gave its defmition of 'covering' 

'The Execut~ve Committee furthermore taJces this opportunity of statmg. ~n reference to the 
procedure known as 'covering' that in its view a Registered Practitioner covers an 
unregstered person when he does. or assists in doing, or is party to, any act which enables 
such Unqual~fied person to practice as ~f he were duly qualified.' 

In 1897 m the Brrlish Medical Journof' there IS a Notice giwng a detailed warning about the 
practice of covering. These warnings were to stand virtually unchanged for 60 years. When the 
MDU wrote to Dr Axham warning hun to dissociate hmself from Dr Barker it threatened to 
report hm for covering usmg the definition below. 

'Further in regard to the practice commonly known as 'covering' the Council gives notice that 
any registered prachtioner who by his countenance, adwce, assstance, or co-operation 
knowingly enables an unqualified person (whether described as an assatant or othenvlse) to 
attend or treat any patient, to procure or issue any medical cemficate or certificate of death, or 
otherwise to engage m med~cal practice as ~f the said person were duly qualified and 
registered, is liab!e to be judged as guilty of 'infamous conduct in a medical respect' and to 
have his name erased from the Medical Register under the said enactmmts. But the foregoing 
does not apply so as to reshict the proper training and insbuction of hona jide m d c a l  
students and pupils, or the legitimate employment of dressers and surgery attendants under !he 
immediate personal supenis~on of regstered practitioners.' 

In 1912. Mr Barker successfully treated the wife of a bishop (Mrs Moule) and the sub-editor of 
/he Trmes (J B Capper). Thls prestigious newspaper now became a supporter of Mr Barker's 
treatments and acrually featured a leadtng article named 'What is a quack?'" The lesser papers 
started an intense campaign to get Mr Barker recognised and to get Dr Axham reinstated. Mr 
Barker said that he was going to appeal to the h g . *  Whether this was the catalyst one can only 
speculate, but m 1914 Lhe GMC issued a Warnrng Notice iwo pages long concernmg the conduct 
expected from the medical profession. It also menbons the use of unqualified assistants and 
covering. But this time it  specifically mentions the pving of anaesthetics and the possible 
consequences to the anaesthetist for associating with an unregistered p rach t i~ner .~  

In a sinular Nobce in 195an (the centenary year of the GMC), there is a spec~fic wam~ng about 
enabl~ng an unregistered practitioner to do the work of a doctor by the givlng of anaesthetics. 
Even m the latest booklet From the GMC (which allows doctors to refer patients to professionals 
allied to medicine pronded that they are accountable to a statutory regulatory body), i t  clearly 
states that it is: 'an abuse of your professional position, to enable anyone who is not registered 
with the GMC to carry out tasks that require the knowledge and skills of a doctor' p 



The Colleges 

The Registrar of the GMC wrote to the Royal College of Surgeons on the 26 May 191 1 advising 
it  that the name of Frederick Axham MRCS had been erased from the M d c a l  Register, and ~t 
was resolved that this should be referred to the Dsciplinary Committee to consider and report 
thereon - 

'The Comminee was of the opinion that the offence, for which Dr Frederick William Axham 
has been removed from the Medical Regster, a of such a nature as to render hun unfit to 
remain a Member of the College, and they accordingly recommend that he be removed from 
being a Member of the College under Clause 2. Section XVL of the bye-laws.' 

Th~s  was later proposed and seconded at the Ordinary Meeting of the Council." The Council 
would have had to inform the GMC of Dr Axham's removal." The Royal College of Phys~cians 
of Edinburgh held an Extraord~nary Meebng on 7 May 1912 and resolved: 

'That Mr Axham should be suspended sine die and deprived. until the said suspnsion is 
removed, of all rights and privileges wh~ch as Licentiate he does or may enjoy.' 

The Res~dent of the College had taken legal opin~on and w n e n  to Lhe Privy Counc~l to see ~f 
h s  was legal: 

'Speak~ng without prejudice, 11 seems to me that the College has been unnecessarily sensitive 
as to the exerclse of the powers it enjoys under the charter and the bye-laws inc~dental 
thereto'. 

This time Dr Axham was legally represented, but to no ava~l. The GMC was on this occasion also 
duly informed, and as Axham was now without any medical qudfications it could not reinstate 
him even if it wished to. 

Thc Law 

I t  takes many years of one's I~fe to become a doctor For some it is easy, for others it is an uphill 
banle with many hurdles to overcome and many sacrifices to be made. The financial burden to 
the parents can also be very heavy with schoohg, university, and medical school to be paid for, 
all undertaken m the hope that eventually the young doctor will have received sufficient medical 
education to be registered with the GMC. Interestingly, a person does not have to be registered 
with tbe GMC to prachce mediclne in the UK, but he will have 'cons~derable disabilities' 
compared to a registered medical practitioner." For example, he is forbidden to use any btle or 
descriphon implying that he IS a re~s te red  practit~oner, and most importantly 'he may not hold 
any appoinments that are open only to registered practiboners'." These nghts are the 'Privileges 
of Regismtion' in~t~ally given under the Medical Act of 1858," and are bas~cally concerned with 
Income protection. These onginal privileges have remained virtually unchanged for a hundred 
and forty years. 



The loss of privilege. which forced Dr Axham to resign From his public posts, was the 
requirement to be registered with the CMC in order to WO& as a physic~an, surgeon or as any 
other medical officer for any prison, ship. the Armed Forces or Friendly Soc~ety or any hospital 
paid for out of public funds Although the wording of the Act has changed this privilege still 
stands, and is to be found In Secbon 47 of the 1983 M d c a l  Act. The laner was amended by the 
Clinical Performance Act of 1995, but Section 47 of the 1983 Act has remained unchanged. 
Many hospitals employ independent nurse practitioners and consultant specialists in paediatric 
surgery who are not medically qualified but certainly perform tasks which were m the past done 
by doctors. How ltus fits in with the Act is hard to see. It could be argued that they are not being 
employed as medical officers and surgeons but as practitioners. Is it  all m a name or IS it the 
reality of the practice which matters? 

Public Rclrtioas 

Perhaps it is the l a m  because in 1914 Mr Barker performed a masterstroke in public relations. 
He cured five anny oficers, discharged from the army through iU health, who went to see him in 
his rooms with knee problems." Not only were they free from symptoms following Barker's 
treatment, but also they were re-enlisted to serve the counby. The papers were Full of h praises 
following these miracles. Mr Barker then Informed the press that he was giving his services free 
to the army. The army, however. refused h s  offer," desp~k massive support. ~ncludrng 206 
names" (many of famous generals) whom Barker had weated. The reason given was that it would 
contravene the Medical Act Th~s  resulted in a media uproar, with articles such as. 'Why not the 
best for our Soldiers'" and 'Crippled owing to Red Tape' (Figure 3). 

CRIPPLED ow ro 
I RED TALL 

l NEW SURGERY BARRED 

Figure 3 
DoUy Express, 17 February 1917 



l k e  War Oflice was bombarded with letters from grateful patients whom Barker had treated. 
Hodge, the then (1 7 stone) Minister of Labour (Barker had successfully manipulated h ~ s  hvlsted 
knee) invlted fifty MPS to a dinner at the House of Commons so that they could meet Barker. As 
a result over svcty back-benchers took up the case.' but d ~ d  not succeed in gemng h e  M d c a l  Act 
changed. The Under-Secretary of State, H J Tennet. declined to interfere and wrote a private 
letter to the bone setter: 

' I t  would open the doors for the admission of many others whom I am sure you would 
conslder to be qulte undesirable'." 

Robed Jones, Military h e c t o r  of Orthopaedics, was a b ~ t  more down to earth: 'No! he is not 
qualified!'. Mr W e r  never pretended nor wanted to be a surgeon or other medical officer (he 
probably did not want the drop m salary!), but the War Office certainly considered him a medical 
officer as far as the Medical Act was concerned. In the end, as a compromise, the army stated 
that solhers could see Mr Barker if they so wished,' but that the army could not be held 
responsible for their treatment in any way, and that he could not be seen as an employee of the 
army I t  would be interesting to see what a court of law would make of ~t now 

Dr Axham knew that he had broken the rules and expected to be sbuck off the Med~cal Register. 
and we should not be surprised that he was. There were many charlatans and dubious institutes 
such as the Sandow, which advertised quite freely o f f e ~ g  spectacular cures. The MDU was 
determined that the medical profession should distance Itself from these practices. an attitude 
which gave rise to accusations of a m d c a l  monopoly Dr Bateman wrote a letter to Trulh' 
replying to this. 

'If the publlc desues the assistance of an unqualified person he 1s at l~berty of c o u m  to 
employ such; and if he is not afraid to employ the services of a bone sener he is not Wtely to 
enquue whether the accompanying anaesthetist IS upon the Medical Regster or not. We shall 
continue to secure our right to keep the Medical Register free from those who encourage 
unqualified practice, and I have no doubt that the public wdl equally take advantage of I& 

nghl to be anended by persons who have studied neither medicine or surgery The nsk is 
theirs, not ours!' 

What happened next is almost beyond belief. Despite warnings from the GMC that the ~ l e s  had 
not changed, no acbon was taken by the MDU or anyone else against any other doctor who 
associated with Mr Barker Many, such as Professor Whitehead, supported Mr Barker openly 
Following the court case agamst him he did not hesitate to refer cases for a medcal opinion. He 
even had a noted surgeon to do his locum whilst he was on holiday ' I  

The medical profession was beginning to benefit from his success, and there were just too many 
~nfluential doctors associaled with him for achon to be taken against them. Dr Frank Collie, Sir 
Herbert's anaesthetist after Dr Axham. was the brother of Sir John Collie tfie Harley Street 
phys~cian As extra protechon he was married to an duent ial  journalist. He obnously thought 



he was untouchable as he wrote a long arhcle called Hevolr in which he derides the 
establishment ' Furthermore, who would wish to upset the kng,  who had personally endorsed 
Mr Barker by knighting him? Despite the publlc uproar the GMC d ~ d  not remstate Dr Axham for 
the simple reason that he had not asked them to do so, and as the Regishar of the GMC put i t :  
'Perhaps he preferred not to be' " 

At the age of 85, Dr kxham wrote pleading Idlers to the Royal College of Surgeons and to the 
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh. The latter agreed to pve him back his qualificat~ons 
because he had now distanced himself IYom Mr Barker for more than five years. Dr Axham's 
name was never restored to the Medical Register, as he ded before the next meeting of the GMC 
when his restoration to the Register would have been on the agenda. 

Conclusion 

The atbtude of the medical profession, and the powers that be, has changed much over the years, 
and in these days of rap~d retreat it  is hard to imagine the CMC or the Colleges ignonng the 
wishes of the govenunent, the public and the press. However. the regulations and the law have 
not substantially changed. and the very processes which caused Dr Axham to be deprived of his 
livelihood still exist today. 

Frederick Axham was born in December 1839 In Soho of very humble origin On his birth 
certificate it states that h ~ s  father was a gentleman's servant. His mother was a laundress. When 
he, who had been a doctor for the workhouse for 24 years, associated himself with Mr Baker he 
became the anaesthetist for the nchest and the most influential in the land Dr Axham was sbuck 
off for 'covering', but I cannot help but feel that he was also found guilty of a more serious crime 
In 191 1 ; namely. rising above one's station. 

I would l~ke to thank the libranans and archivists of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, 
the Royal College of Physicians of &burgh and the Brrrrsh Medical Journal. especially MS 
Emily Nash, for their invaluable help. I would also like to thank Sir Rodney Sweemarn, President 
of the Royal College of Surgeons. for allowing me to peruse the Barker papers. Spec~al thanks 
must go to GeofFrey Rimmer for giving me so many original newspaper cutting5 originally 
collected by Lady Barker 
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THE USE O F  PARALYSIS AND MECHANICAL VENTILATION IN T H E  
TREATMENT O F  NEONATAL TETANUS 

Sir Keith Sykes 
Emeritus Professor, University of Oxford 

King Edward V l l l  Hospital. Durban - Neonrtal tetanus: 1959 

To blow or not to blow, that is the question. 
Whether 'tis nobler In King Edward, to suffer 
the sllngs and arrows of oubageous curare. 

or to take arms against a sea of s p a s m  
and. by sedating, end them7 

That is the question to which we hoped to find an answer in 1959! 

My story starts in October 1958 when I bumped into Desmond Laurence, then Senior 
Lecturer in Clinical Pharmacology at University College Hosp~tal Medlcal School. Desmond 
had just returned from the King Edward Vlll Hospital in Durban, South Africa. and had 
obviously found the visit very stimulating In between h tales of shark attacks on the 
beaches and the drunken revels of the local Zulu population. he told me that he had been 
conducting trials of various sedative drug regunes In babies with severe neonatal tetanus, a 
disease which had a mortality rate of about 85% in Durban.' He described how Prof E B 
A d a m  had created a remarkable academic Medlcal Unit in tlus large non-white hosp~tal, and 
he enthused about the potential for large scale clinical trials l learnt that their most recent 
trial of chlorpromnzine' had demonstrated that the drug produced good control of the seizures 
m mild and moderately severe cases, but no effect on mortality in the severe cases and, in jest, 
l said that it was hme that anaesthetists were involved in thew trials since there had recently 
been several reports of survival in adults wrth severe tetanus treated by total paralysis and 
mechanical ventilation. Desmond asked me if I would be interested in setting up such a mal 
and, without W i n g  of the consequences. 1 said I would. Some months later I received a 
letter from Prof Adamr: inviting me to Durban. He told me that the Wellwme Trust had 
agreed to provide a grant to cover the cost of equipment and my fare to South Afnca and 
asked me to provide a list of equipment required to set up the project. 

From then on h n g s  moved fast. Since my sole experience mth long term respiratory care had 
been in the treatment of some 30 patients in tank ventilators during the 1955 poliornyelit~s 
epidemic in Boston, USA, I went to see Alex Crampton Smith in Oxford and Jackson Rees in 
Liverpool I also wrote to Prof E A Pask In Newcastle. All were extremely helpful and Pask 
later sent me a prototyp of one of his early ventilators. I dec~ded that my f1,000 equipment 
grant from the Wellwme Trust should be spent on one Smith-Clarke and two Mark 5 
Radcliffe ventilators, an EIL pH meter, and both a standard and a simplified (Aimer) Haldane 
CO2 gas analysis apparatus.' I also bought two laryngoscopes and a range of tracheal tubes. 
To my amazement the Council of the Postgraduate Medical School agreed to provide six 
months pa~d leave (in those days Lecturer/Consulmts at the Postgraduate School were paid 
£2,000 per annum compared with E2,500 for an NHS Consultant), and I then had to let my 
house and sell my car to raise the money for the fares for my wife and two young daughters 



We packed the equipment and took it to Southampton and, In March 1959, embarked for the 
three week sea voyage on the old Union Castle liner, Caernarvon Castle 

The King E d m r d  V111 Hospital, Durban 

The King Edward Vlll Hospital accommodated some 2,000 Afncan and Asian patients who 
slept on. between. or under the beds in the huls scattered lhroughout the grounds. However. 
the Med~cal School building was modem with library. laboratories and teaching room, and 
the Medical U N ~  was housed in a brick built building with Nighhngele-style wards and 
nursing, and only one pabenl per bed! The Professor. his Fust Assistant, and the Medlcal 
Registrar were white (as were most of  the other senior hospital and medical school staff) but 
the lint generation of Afncan and Astan house staff had just taken up their appointments. All 
the nurses were Afncan or Asian. Although the chrucal load was enormous the Medical Unit 
was run at a standard. w h ~ h  W conrparable with any other teaching hospitnl, and all UK. 
staff were engaged in clinical research projects 

There were usually three or four adult tetanus admissions each week, since trauma was rife 
and tetnnus (oxoid had not reached the local Zulu population. There were, however, many 
more adnussions with neonatal -us, the common aetiological agent a p v g  to be the 
mixture of cow dung and Johnson's baby powder used to dress the umbilical cord! The 
tetanus trials were conducted in two large rooms, one of wluch was assigned to me when I 
arrived wth my load of appararus We were also fortunate m being allocated three excellent 
nurses to slaff the unit. 

Problems: equipment, environmental, clinical 

The inilial aim was to gam experience by treahng adult cases, but for several weeks after my 
arrival there were no aduh tetanus admissions. So I spent my time hymg U, set up the pH 
meter and COI gas analysis apparatus. IIus proved to be more difficuh than l had antic~pnted 
for the pH meter was rendered useless by the high humidity. and I was told that it would take 
six months U, unport some mercury for the gas analysers. Fortunately, a local physiologist 
found a small bode of very dirty mercury at the back of a cupboard, but since there was no 
concentrated nitric acid we had to revert to the local custom of cleaning it by gnnding it up 
with brown sugar in a pestle and mortar! ARer three weeks there were still no adult pahents 
wth tetanus so we decided to start treating the neonates. Since I anticipated that our relatively 
untrained nursing staff might have difficulties with a tracheostomy and I thought that 
prolonged nasal inrubation might lead to necrosis of the m a l  passages. 1 used prolonged oral 
intubation m the first two patients Tlus was a great mistake for it proved to be extremely 
d~fficult to mintam the tube in its correct position throughout the three to four weeks of 
treabnent In a t i o n ,  the larynx and sur roding  structures became oedematous and 
ulcerated while the trachea became dilated.' In subsequent cases we performed a 
mcheostomy under general anaesthesia and l ~ e r t e d  a shortened latex armoured tube wluch 
was held in place by a metal clamp.' It soon became apparent that our practice of making a 
dew in the trachea was creanng difficulties in weaning from the tracheostomy so we 
changed to the use of a vertical slit through the second, durd and fourth tracheal rings. The 
problem posed by inadvertent decannulation, wtuch occurred Frequently during the first few 
weeks, were overcome by tymg the tracheostomy tube clamp in place with a tape around the 
neck and a second Lape which passed across the back and up through both axlllae.' The 



Figures 1 and 2 
Tracbcostomy tube f i t i o n  and makeshift connections in neonate and adult 

reduction In night time calls was a great relief for me, for my asthma had been greatly 
exacerbated by the h~gh hurmd~ty and I had to run 300 yards from my home to the unit 
whenever there was an emergency! Since the local Afncan population were pretty warlike 
and managed to fill the mortuary most nights I didn't partrcularly enjoy these Nght time 
excursions! 

The two Mark 5 Radcliffe ventilators were the first models to be filted with mechanically 
operated valves (in place of the pressure-operated Ston valves) and functioned well a s  
pressure generators at the highest rate of 37 breaths per mmute. However, the smallest tidal 
volume, which could be set on the Smith-Clarke, was 250 ml so it was necessary to d~vert a 
proporlion of the inspued gas away from the patient. This was done initially by incorporating 
an adjustable leak in the circut. and later by inserhng a parallel compliance Into the breathing 
system The compliance took the form of a snmll reservoir bag, the compliance of wh~ch was 
adjusted elther by changing its volume with a clip, or by surrounding it with elastic bands 
Humidificahon was another problem because the small tidal volumes resulted in excessive 
cooling of the gas as it passed along the inspiratory tube. We lagged the tube and ~ncreased 
the temperature in the hot water humidifiers until the inspued temperature was 35-37'C but 
th~s led to the risk of heat damage to the trachea since the inspued temperature Increased 
abruptly when delivered volumes increased during temporary d~swnnection for bacheal 
suction. Another early problem was chest ~nfection due to contamination of the inspired air 
by bacteria from the floor. We tackled dus problem initially by rillsing the air inlet and then 
by making bacterial filters from layers of non-absorbent cotton wool in large Horllcks tins 



We also developed a stenle suction pack whlch enabled the nurses lo use a netouch 
techmque for sucbon. There were other problems with feeding. fluid balance, skin and eye 
care etc which had to be solved. but within a few m o n h  the pattern of care was reasonably 
standardised.'.' 

AAer we had treated about four patients we declded to sfmrt a randomised ha1 of total 
paralysis with cunue and mechmcal ventilation agalnst the conservatwe sedative r e p  with 
phenobarbitone and acetylpromarine.' Since we only had three ventilators we had to stop 
randomsation when these were occupied, and h limitation greatly slowed the rate at which 
we could accumulate data. There were inevitably problems with stafling because the other 
memben of the medical unit already had very heavy clinical loads, but I received a 
tremendous amount of help and mbuction From Professor Barry Adarns, Ralph Wnght (the 
medlcal regstrar and subsequently Professor of Medicine at Southampton), Noel Mann (the 
paediatnc~an). and many other members of the local medical community 

In1959 there was no blood gas apparatus which could analyse micro samples so I started to 
investigate a modification of rhe Carnpbell and Howell rebreathing technique for determining 
m e d  venous PCO,.' T h ~ s  techruque was part~cularly suitable for apnoeic patients because Ihe 
operator could ensure good miwurg of gas between the lungs and bag by manual control of 
ventilation dunng the rebreatlung periods. The modified technique involved three periods of 
rebreathing into a child's balloon wnta img oxygen. Dunng the mltial rebreathmg period of 
30-40 seconds a gas mixture with a PCO, close to mixed venous was generated in the balloon 
but, slnce recirculation had occurred, the PCO, was higher than that existing before the 
r e b r e a h g .  The patient was therefore reconnected to the ventilator and after 2-3 minutes a 20 
second penod of r e b r e a h g  was performed Analysis of this gas y~elded a value for mixed 
venous PCO,. Submchon of the normal venous-arterial difference (6 mmHg) then enabled 
artenal PCO, to be estimated. A third period of rebreathing confumed that a true equ~l~brium 
had been achieved during the sewnd rebreahg .  Since we had no rapid CO, analyser the 
pattern of CO, bdd-up w i h  the bag had to be determined by several hundred repetitive gas 
anatyses by the Aimer or standard Haldane apparatus.' The determinetion wuld be 
accomplished in about 10 minutes and so prov~ded a valuable gulde to the adequacy of 
ventilat~on. Pat Smythe, Professor of Paediatrics m the University of Capetown, later stated 
that the great improvement in their results m the early 1960s was largely attnbutable to the 
adoption of this te~hnique."~ 

Rome via Capetown 

By the lime I left Durban In late September 1959 we had treated about 20 neorates and some 
five adults on ventilators. In those days the ships stopped m Capetown for about 5 days on 
the way back to England and to my amazement Buck Jones, Dlrector of the Groote Schuur 
Department, arrived at the ship and loaned me his V W  bus so that I could explore the Cape 
with my family Only later did I &$cover that he had no second car and had walked to work 
each day' Buck also invited me to lecture on my experiences. I knew nothing about the 
Capetown medical commuruty and proudly recounted our preliminary results on the 
assumpbon that we had been the first m the field However, I was suitably deflated when Pat 
Smythe and Arthur Bull came up to me after the meeting and quietly presented me with a 
copy of their recently published British Medtcal Journal paper describing Lhe t reamnt  of 10 
neonates with 8 survivorsl I '  



When I returned to Hammersmith, ~n October 1959, 1 was charged with the development of a 
hospital cardlac arrest service and was then Invited to jo~n the open heart surgery anaesthetic 
team with John Beard and Berry Lloyd-Jones. I t  soon became apparent that many of these 
patients required postoperative mechanical ventilatios so we started to treat them on the 
wards and then developed an mtensive care unit. Simultaneously. I tned to Interest the 
paediatricians in the use of mechmcal ventilation for the treatment of the Respiratory 
Distress Syndrome. Unfortunately. Peter Tizard the Professor of Paediatrics, felt that his 
own staff could not cope with the extra workload and I was loo busy wth the open heart 
surgery patients to be able to devote enough time to the neonates By this time news of my 
interest in tetanus had spread and we had a spate of adult and child admissions from Uus 
country and from the Channel Islands. 

The work in Durban was taken over initially by Beric Jacksob and later by Richard 
Holloway. Both continued to refine the techmques of treatment " However, I should like to 
record that Benc Jackson described a method of providing venblatory assistance during 
w w n g  wh~ch antedated the descnption of intermittent mandatory ventilation (or IMV). by 
some eight years.6 The neonatal bial in Durban was completed in 1961. The results in 50 
neonates showed a reduction in mortality from 84 to 44%." Later analys~s of all the cases of 
tetanu treated in Durban from 1956-1965 (Table I) showed an overall mortality of 36% in 
phents treated by intermittent positive pressure ventilation while patients treated 
conservatively had a mortality of 79%." In 1974 Smythe, Bowie and Voss reported that the 
mortality in patients wth severe neonatal tetanus treated in the Red Cross War Memonal 
Chjldren's Hospital in Capetown had been reduced to 21% in the years 1967-72. In a further 
consecutive series of 97 patients the mortality was only 10%. thus c o n h n g  the value of this 
form of treatment.1° 

Table 1 
IPPV in aevere tetanus neonatorum: 

Durban experience 1956-66 

Treatment 
Clinical Trial IPPV 
(1959-61) Conservative 

Cases Deaths(%) 
25 44.0 
25 84.0 

Full series lPPV 184 36.4 
Conservat~ve (all) 489 78.7 
Conservative 1956-9 200 89.5 
Conservative 1959-65 289 70.9 

(from A d a m  EB et al. lancet 1966; 2'  1 176-8 1 ) 

Professor Adams has now retired to this counhy, while Professor Wright and Dr Mann are, 
sadly. no longer with us, but I remain profoundly grateful to them, to Desrnond Laurence, to 
the Wellcorn Trust and to the Council of the (then) Postgraduate Medical School for 
enabling me to enjoy a unique experience which had a major influence on my subsequent 
career 
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EVOLUTION OF THE COMPUTER 

Dr Yash Pole 
Consultant Anaesthetisl, Trafford General Hospital. Manchester 

Computer Terms 

A bus is a connection with several paths 
A mouse is not a mammal to be scared of but a friendly clicking or 
double-clicking creature 
A t d e  may outpaw an Olympic runner 
An Apple is no longer a gastronomic delight 
Windows were opened by Gates 
Memory can be erased as well as accessed in seconds 
Lnklligence may be artificial 
A nibble 1s defined as half a byte 
I love you is a virus 
Cybercafes are the new generation of restaurants with access to e-mail 
A worm is an optical disk 
A demon is a fnendly internet 
The web need not remind us of eight-legged hairy creatures, but is simply 
amazing and arnaungly simple 
Computers are now almost everywhere, and have invaded the human body 
in the form of pacemakers and hearing aids 

Chronology 

1st century RC - the Anhkythera mecharusm, a sophisticated instrument for its time. consisted 
of metal gears and pointers enclosed in a box; it was found in a shipwreck 

200 BC - the Astrolabe, of Greek origin, a foundation for nautical surveying 

5000 years ago - the Abacus, ancestor of the calculator and the computer. 

1300 AD - the slidmg metal d~sc  (AI-Kashi) 

1550(7)-1617 - John Napier: logarithms and multiplying machine (Napier's bones or rods) 

1621 - the slide rule invented by Revd WilIiam Oughtred 

1642 - Blaise Pascal: the mechanical calculator. 

1673 - Baron Gottfied von L e i b ~ l z  constructed the stepped reckoner and described 
the binary system. 



Charles Bnbbnge 

Babbage was born m 1791 mto a nch banlung family. As a student he !aught himself 
mathematics along the h e s  lad  down by von Le~bnilz. When he went up to Cambridge he found 
that his knowledge of the subject was wider than that of his tutor In 1823 he received a grant 
kom the government to create a mecharucal calculator to help deal with ballistics and navigation; 
but i t  was so amblt~ous that enyneers found 11 imposs~ble to bulld. A decade lakr he conceived 
something even more powerful, but the government withdrew ifs grant, and although Babbage 
conh-ibuted E6000 himself the machne was never completed 

In 1828 he was awarded the Lucasian Chair of Mathemabcs, a post he held for I I years wthoul 
delwering a single lecture at the Untverslty 

Level Difference 

This was the phc ip l e  upon which Babbage was to build his machine based on values computed 
for the formula y=x2. 

X Y I st level difference 2nd level difference 

Since h e  2nd level difference is constant. corresponding with the second power of X in the 
formula y=x2, y can be found by simple addition of the two level difference values and the square 
of (X-l ) .  Because of the use of this principle Babbage called his device a 'Difference Engine'. 
The new machine was in fact the first digital computer. It used a system of 50 cogwheels and 
data was entered by means of punched cards. Babbage's aim was to use sets of gears that moved 
each other to produce columns of figures. These figures would then be printed automatically 
Augusta Ada, Countess of Lovelace and daughter of the poet Byron, wrote programs for 
Babbage's machine and thus could be called the first programmer. Alas. Babbage never raised 
enough funds to buld a worlung machme 

The 19Ib Century 

L ~ k e  today's computers, Babbage intended his machmes to have two main parts: 

I The Memory, whlch he called the Store. 

2 l h e  Cenhal Processing UN[, whlch he called the Mill, and which would actually 
perform the necessary mathelnatlcs. 

The punch cards called Algortlhms, with which the machine could be programmed were invented 
by a Frenchman called Joseph Mane Jacquard m 1828 



In the late 1860's Babbage began building a scaled-down version of the analytical engine which 
was assembled shortly before h ~ s  death in 1871. It has been said that: 'if he was not the father of 
Ihe wmputcr lie was certainly !lie grandfather', 

In 1873 Christophn Sholes from Milwaukee invented the QWERTY keyboard. It was 
deliberately designed to slow down the typist, as there was a danger of the type-bars jamming 
against each other d they were operated too fast Similarly, the standard computer was also 
designed to slow down problem-solving since the early equipment could not cope with 
overlapping, let alone parallel operations. Sholes also craftily ensured that the word 'typewriter' 
used only the top row of letters, this was to help salesmen giving demonstrahons. 

In the 1880's Babbage's son. Henry. designed and built a simple mill that printed a table of 
multiples of l l .  

A giant step was taken by Hennan Hollerith, an American englneer and stahstician, who inven~ed 
a keyboard dev~ce (nicknamed a statistical piano) and an electrical tabulator to read results. This 
made I t  poss~ble to analyse previously unimaginable masses of statistics. During the American 
Census of 1890 the tabulators recorded complete data from nearly 7 mill~on people in a 24-hour 
period. T h ~ s  is considered to be the beginning of modem data-processing. 

Outstanding Events 

Lee de Forcsr (1906). an American physicist, invented the Electronic Tube which controlled the 
movement of electrons across a vacuum inside a hermetically sealed glass bulb. 

Konrad Zusc (193 1) used h s  to build a series of computers. two of wh~ch were employed d m g  
World War Two for studying the ballistics of rockets. AM his machines were destroyed m the 
bombardment of Berlin. 

George R 8rb11z (1939), a malhemahc~an at the Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, made the fust 
Binary Computer (Model 1 Relay Computer). He assembled it in one week-end using discarded 
relays, two light bulbs, and Fragments of a tobacco jar. 

John V~ncetrc Alanasoff* a Professor at the Iowa State College, and Cl~fford Berry, one of his 
students (l939), built a binary machine to solve complex equations used in physics. It was the 
lirst electronic dgikl  computer, called the Atanasoff-Berry computer or Tube computer. 

The Second Generation of Computers 

In 1940, will1 a World War in the offing, the US National Defense Research Committee used an 
early Mark 1 computer bu~lt by LBM to help in making finng lables for b ~ g  guns. This was a 100- 
ton collection of shafts, gears, and wires which used a new mvention, the relay or flip-flop. I t  was 
ingenious but clumsy, as many mechanical parts could slip out of place, and it sometimes took 
three days to solve a problem. Presper Eckert, an elecbonics engmeer, and John Mauchly, a 
mathematician. from the Moore School in Philadelphia, suggested that flip-flops be made out of 
vacuum tubes as in radio. By 1942 they had landed a government contract to build the ENIAC 



(an acronym for Electronic Numerical Lntegrator and Computer) 

Size Matters 

In 1943 Alan Turing, a 25-year old mathematician kom Cambridge, used lnfonnation from a 
Jewish refugee who had worked on a de&g m a c h e  in Germany before the war to create the 
Colossus, possibly the world's fust electron~c computer. Its purpose was to crack the code of the 
German machine En~gma, and it was formulated by Professor Max Newman and built by 
Professor Tommy Flowers at Bletchley Park. I t  contained 2000 electronic tubes and could 
process 5000 characters per second. In 1944, Professor Howard Aiken of Harvard, completed 
with IBM Ule Harvard Mark I .  This we~ghed five tons and ~ncorporated nearly 3.000 telephone 
relays. By I946 the ENlAC was fmally completed at the U ~ v e n i t y  of Pennsylvania, covering a 
floor space of l500 R. and contain~ng 40 instrument panels, 17,000 vacuum tubes. and 6000 
switches I t  was more than 1000 times faster than any previous computer but had very llttle 
internal memory. 

In 1948 Professors Tommy Kilbum, Max Newman. and Sir Frederick Williams developed the 
Manchester Mark I ,  probably the fust machine to obey a program stored electronically inside 
itself. It was later marketed by Ferranti Ltd as the world's fust commerclal computer and 
delivered to customers in 195 1 

In 1949 the Economic Delay Storage Automatic Calculator (EDSAC) was built at Cambridge 
Universily by a team headed by Dr Maurice Wilkes. I t  was later marketed by the Lyons 
Company as the LEO (Lyons Electronic Office), and as the ACE (Automatic Computing Engine) 
by Alan Turing at the National Physics Laboratory. 

Further Progress in Computer Technology 

In 1949 Eckert discovered that, when tubes contairung quam were made to oscillate by the 
passage of an electnc current and were h k e d  together m a loop, the circuit remembered. There 
emerged the EDVAC (Electronic Discrete Variable Aulomatic Computer) which could store 
1,000 numbers in 10 tubes. Shortly afterwards Eckert and Mauchly started work on the UNIVAC 
(Un~versal Automat~c Computer) This was mended for use by government. and businesses such 
as insurance and market research It  was fmally ready in 1951, and it was one tenlh of the size, 
ten tlmes as list, and able to store one hundred limes the ~nforrnation compared w~th the ENlAC 
However, because of rising costs, Eckert and Mauchly were forced to sell out to the Remmglon 
Rand Company. The Company offered to predict the result of the EisenhowerIStevenson 
Pres~dential election m 1952 Using previous voting records they predicted a landslide victory for 
Eisenhower wth 99% accuracy. 

Transistors 

Computers suddenly became big business and entered the offices of every company Those 
malung cash registers or adding machines took the plunge with the new technology. But 
computers were sl~ll large, expensive and slow. and the vacuum tubes were prone to failure On 
Christmas Eve 1947 three physicists engaged in pure research at the Bell Laboratories in New 



Jersey, Walter Bratfain, John Bardeen and William Shockley discovered the principle of solid 
state amplification, using smaU fragments of germanium. The invenbon of the transistor led to 
smaller, cheaper and faster computers but each transistor had to be separately wired together. 
Shockley moved to Palo Alto, Cahfornia close to S ' d o r d  U~versi ty  - an area now known as 
Silicon Valley. Two graduate engineering students from Slanford, W~lliam Hewlea and David 
Packard formed an electronic company in heir garage. 

Integrated Circuits 

In September 1958 Jack Kilby of Texas lnstnunents successfully tested a primitive integrated 
circuit made of a half inch wafer of semiconductor. deposited on glass and crudely wired 
together. In January 1959 Robert Noyce came up with the idea of depositing thin ships of metal 
on the chip, eliminating the need for wiring. Kilby and Noyce are regarded as  co-inventors of 
integrated c~rcuits The modem chip, a silicon flake less than a quarter of an inch thick, can hold 
millions of microscopic electronic components. Under a microscope 1t looks like an aerial view 
of a city with streets, squares and large buildings. The computers themselves can now design, 
display and test the maze of circuts. 

Modems, Mice rod Windows 

Modems were introduced in 1960 They are devices that allow computers to communicate over 
telephone lines. A side effect was that breaklng into computer systems became easier. h 1963 
Douglas Englebart from the Stanford Research institute invented the mouse, the original being 
shaped like one. It was a modification of the aeroplane's joyshck. It was onwally found only on 
Apple computers but was adopted by 1BM m 1987. Windows are rectangular screen areas on 
what came ro be called the desktop. Users could switch among multiple activities using the 
mouse. Windows was adapted for computer products by the MicrosoA Company founded by Bill 
Gates 

Continuing Development 

A series of computer languages. such as BASIC (Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction 
Code) started in 1964 using code words to tell the computer what to do. 
[n 1965 1BM ~ntroduced the Model 360, us~ng microchip technology, which quickly galned a 
commanding share of the market. The Digital Equipment Corporation from Massachusetts came 
out with a micro-computer m the same year. Similar models were used in missiles and spacecraf?. 
and ensured the populanb of calculators m the early 1970's. 

The terms hardware and s o h a r e  began to appear about t h ~ s  time. The hard disk is rigid and 
permanently housed in the computer dnve with an enormous capacity (one million 
byles=160,000 words). Software implied that programs could be changed to suit requirements. 
exemplified by IBMs floppy disk. W~th  (he number of elements in a slngle chip increasing to 
over 15,000 using large-scale-integation (LSI) another generation of computers was emerging. 



Glossary 

l3e Interner - Sc~entisls and Science Fiction writers ofien Q to predict the future, but not aU 
theu ideas materialise. One Idea that certainly did was that everyone would be linked to everyone 
else via small home computers. Thjs is the Internet or Interconncctcd-Network. Its origin lay m 
the Cold War, the US Defense Department senmg a number of networks, and other government 
agencies and universit~es followed su~t. AI Gore dubbed it the 'Information Supernighway'. 

Apple - Apple Computers was founded on a shoestring by two computer hazkers, Steven Jobs 
and Stephen Wozlllak. and rose from a small garage to be a billion dollar corporation; the era of 
the PC had begun. In 1975 the first PC with a screen and keyboard was sold in kit form. 

CD-Rom - This was uivented by Phil~ps in 1985. I t  is a laser-read compact disc similar to those 
used in Hi-F! systems. but adapted for computers and containing 1000 times more data. One 
disadvantage is that new data can not be written on them 

Computer Programmtng - George Boole was a self-taught English mathematician who was born 
in Lincoln in 181 5. the son of a shoemaker. He was the first to realise that two numbers could be 
used to express complex kinds of anlhmetical and logical statements - hence the binary system. 
His ideas lay dormant for over a century. but Boolean algebra is now the basis of computer 
programrmng 

Cyberspace - TNs word was coined by William Gibson. a Science Fiction writer, to mean the 
entire electron~c world in which the internet works. 

E- m011 - Once electronic mail could anive m a few seconds the Post Ofice methods. where 
some letters could take days, became known as snail-mail. 

Laser - In 1975 [BM inboduced the first laser prmter, though it was rather expensive and hub. 
Hewlen Packard's laser jet of l984 meant that the printer began to expand into the world of 
microcomputen. 

The Microprocessor - Dr Marcian (Ted) Hoff, an engineer from Stanford was the lint to 
develop the lnicroprocessor chip. which led to substantial changes in the design and use of 
computers Processors became of smaller size and increased capacity so that by 1993 the 
Penhum, a 64-bit processor, was a thm wafer of about 2 sq cm conlaming 3.1 million bansistors, 
each a hundred times less than the th~ckness of a human hair 

VINS - V w e s  are programs des~gned to replicate themselves and del~beratcly damage 
computer systems. A notorious recent example was the 'I love you' virus. The Michelangelo 

m 
mrus was launched on the painter's S 17 birthday and attacked computer systems throughout the 
world, turmng data on hard dsks into nonsense. It  has been claimed that the US used a virus 
against Iraq during the Gulf War in 1992. 



Webs and Browsers - At the CERN laboratory in Swiatrland, the European laboratory for 
particle physics, Tim Berners-Lee thought it would be convenient to link with his fellow 
physicists around the world, and thus set up the 6rst web. The advent of the browser, invented by 
another physicist, Marc Andrees.cn, meant the rapid growlb of the world wide web, allowing 
graphics and vldeos to be. moved across telephone lines. Cybncafes were opened up for those 
without computer access. 

By 1994, over 50 million PCs w e e  in use throughout the world, and it was estimated that one in 
three American families had one in their home. They can of course make mistakes. In 1979 and 
1980 two false warnings of nuclear attacks were given, one due to a faulty circuit, and the other 
due to a test tape simulating an attack being accidentally fed into the computer. Although there 
are some giants Wte the Cyber Super-Computer, with SO miles of wuing, models are generally 
getting smaller, eg laptop and palmtop versions. Much money is being ~nvested in research for 
Lhc next generation of computers. Charles Babbage, who spent a lifetime in pursuit of a device, 
would have been envious. 



RICHARD STUART ATKLNSON OBE - AN APPRECIATION 

Dr T B Boulton 
Former President. History of Anaesthes~a Society 

Richard (Dick) Stusrt Atkinson. Honorary Consultant Anaesthetist Southend-on-Sea Hospital, 
and former Vice Dean of the Faculty of Anaesthetists. d ~ e d  unexpectedly at his home on 3 
January 2000. He was a member of the fint Council of the History of Anaesthesia Society 
(HAS) and was its President from 1996 to 1998. He was appointed an Officer of the Order of 
the Bnt~sh Empire (OBE) for his services to medicine in 1990 

Dlck Atk~nson was my close friend and confidant. We were both brought up in Yorkshire 
from an early age and were educated at rival Yorkshire independent public schools We 
shared a love of that county and its wholesome pla~n cook~ng undisguised by haute cuisine! I 
was two years senior to Dick, but our careers ran on remarkably parallel llnes Both of us had 
the good fortune early in our specialist careers to come under the influence of the legendary J 
A I M  Lee of Southend4n-Sea Hospital, who was later to be the fint President of HAS. In 
1957 1 was a Senior Registrar in the Southend Deparlment of which Lee was Chairman, and 
Dick joined it as a young Consultant in 1961 

Richard Atkinson was born at Doncaster on 18 July 1927. He was the eldest of the three 
children of Stuan Atkinson, Professor of Min~ng Engineering at the University of Leeds and 
later of the Untvers~ty of Sheffield. Dick had a priicularly close relationship with his father 
who frequently took him to watch the first-class cricket matches at Head~ngley. Dick 
consequently developed a true Yorkshireman's lifelong interest in cricket, and he became a 
member of both the Yorkshtre Cricket Club and the Marylebone Cricket Club. 

He was educated at Leeds Grammar School. Trinity Hall Cambridge, and St Bartholomew's 
Hospital (Earls), obtaining his Cambridge medical degree in 1951. The compulsory pre- 
registration year had not been introduced at that time and Dick began halnlng in h ~ s  chosen 
specialty of anaesthesia aAer six months as a House Physician at the North Middlesex 
Hospital. He then kcnme a H o w  Oflicer Anaesthetist at Barts, and subsequently a Senior 
House OfTicer at the Pnnce of Wales Hospital. North London. 

D~ck Atkinson was called up for National Service in the Royal Army Medical C o g  (RAMC) 
in September 1953. He served fint at the Cambridge Military Hospital in Aldershot There, 
by dlnt of hard study, he passed the very fint final examlnatlon for the Fellowship of the 
Faculty of Anaesthetists (FFARCS) rn November 1953, This was immediately after the 
qualification had been upgraded from the intenm two-pi  Diploma In Anaesthetrcs (DA) to 
the status of a Fellowsh~p. Dick was then posted to the British Military Hospital in Rinteln 
Germany as a Specialist There, like others of h ~ s  generation. he bore responsibility beyond 
what rnlght have been expected of one of his prevlous expenence and mlnlng. in an RAMC 
depleted of senior spec~al~sls in all disciplines following demobilisation after the Second 
World War. 

Dick returned to the c~vilian Nattonal Health Service (NHS) in1955 for further training in the 
Reg~strar grades. His Senior Registrar rotation was based on Barts. It included one year at 
Chase Farm Dismct Hospital at Enfield and a year seconded as a Fellow in Anesthesiology at 



the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. That Department of Aneslhesia 
was headed by the renowned Professor Robert Dnpps. Dick always acknowledged that he 
learnt a great deal during thst year, parbcularty in the field of local and spinal anaesthesia, 
concernmg which also influenced by Alfred Lee, he bter became an authority Such were the 
d~fferences in British and American clin~cal practice at that time that D~ck was able to 
reciprocate by making several important contributions lo the work of the Philadelphia 
departmnt. T h ~ s  was particularly by promo!mg British techques of using muscle relaxant 
drugs Hc also inkoduced lus Amencan colleagues to the use of trichloroethylene. a useful 
agent favoured by British anaesthebsts, and by Dick m particular, both before and after 
ha lohne  was inkoduced in 1956, for speclfic lndrcetions including neurosurgery He wrote a 
review article on trichloroethylene for the journal Anesthesiology and was one of many 
anaesthetists who deeply regretted the final withdrawal of trichloroethylene by the 
manufacturers in 1984 purely for economic reasons 

On completing his apprenticeship training Dick was appointed to Southend-on-Sea as a 
Consultant in 1961. Alfred Lee chaired a department and ran a school of anaesthesia at 
Southend in a NHS District General Hospital, which in organisation and postgraduate 
bammg methods, as well as care for the welfare of trainees, surpassed many univenrty 
hosp~tal departments of the period. A considerable number of senior British anaesthetists, as 
well as many practitionen from overseas, recall with gratitude time spent at Southend during 
then trairung. Alfred taught me personally much clinical amsthesta when l was with him in 
1957. but he also went out of h ~ s  way to prepare me for becoming a Consultant Dick often 
told me how carefully and tactfully Alfred Lee guided him when he was first appointed at 
Southend, and fiom whom he too learnt a great deal Dick paid tnbute to Lee's skill and 
krndness in a paper read to the HAS in 1998 (Proceedrngs o f h e  History of Anaesthesia 
Socrefy 1998,23: 10-1 5 )  

Dick Atkinson collaborated closely with Lee professionally and they became firm personal 
mends. He also joined Lee as co-author of that classic textbook A Synopsis of Anaesthesia 
from the fifth (1964) to the tenth (1987) edition, and the eleventh edition was published 
In1993 after Lee's death, as Lee's Synopsis of Anaesthesia, with Dick as the senior of the 
three authon. Dick also collaborated with Langton Hewer in producing the hvelfth (1976) to 
the e~ghteenth (1993) edihons of Recent Advances m Anaesthesra and Analgesra, and with 
Professor Sir Robert Macintosh for the fourth (1978) and the fifth (1985) ed~bons of Lumbar 
Puncture and Sprnal Anolgesra D~ck was also co-author of A Handbook of lntenrrve Care  
(1981) and of A Short History of Anaesthesro (1996), and author of a monograph on J m s  
Young Sunpson, the discoverer of chloroform (1973). 

He and l were co-editon of The Proceedings ofthe Second Inrernot~onal Symposrum on rhe 
History of Anaeslesia (1987). We enjoyed a long and happy association wth the joumal 
Anaes'ksia from 1973 to 1987. tint as Editor and Senior Assistant Editor. and later as joint 
Advisory Editors. Dick was also an Associate Editor of the Annals of the Royal College of 
Surgeons of England from 1986 to 1990. 

Richard Atkinson was a Member of the Board of the Faculty of Anaesthetists from 1975 to 
1988 and he was Vice Dean of the Faculty and a Member of the Council of the Royal College 
of Surgeons of England from 1985 to 1987. He continued as Member of Council until 1990 
after the Faculty ach~eved collegtate status within the surgeons' College In 1988. Dick 
conlributed a great deal d u n g  that penod. He and I aspired to present the vlews of the staff 



of or* NHS Dishict General Hospitals m a Board largely composed of academic 
anaesthetists and consultants from university hospitals. Dlck had the abil~ty to see both sides 
of a problem and then, afbr careful analysis, to present his considered opinion quietly and 
pol~tely, but nonetheless forcefully. I recollect, for example. that it was he who, not h u t  
opposition from some more s e ~ o r  members of the Board initiated the concept of the need for 
appointing Faculty Tutors m every hospital group. and for them to meet annually in 
conference. He and I d ~ d  not agree m the nineteen eighties about the q w t i o n  of whether there 
was a press- need for the inauguration of a truly ~ndependent (Royal) College of 
Anaestheb;sts. 1 was quixoticalty fired with enthusiasm but D~ck took a c a h r  and more 
calrtjous vlew This I d  not impair our personal friendship however! 

Dick Atkinson held office in several nahonal orgarusahons besides the Faculty and the 
College of Anaesthetists. He was in lus time President of the Sechon of Anaesthesia of the 
Royal Society of Medicine and Vice President of the Association of Anaesthetists of Great 
Bntain and Ireland. He was awarded both the John Snow Medal of the Associabon and the 
College Medal, and was an Honorary Member of the Assocution. Both Alfred Lee and D~ck 
Arkinson had an lnterest in the study of the h t o r y  of anaesthesia well before they came 
together, and ttus interest was further stimulated by their collaboration. Dck gave sage advice 
to HAS in its early days as a Member of its k t  Council He also organised two successful 
meetings of the Society at Southend, (one during the presidency of Alfred Lee in 1988. and 
the other at the end of his own term as Pres~dent in 1998) Although an author rather than a 
speaker, he competently del~vered several interesting papers to HAS over the years 

Despite his many commitments. Dick Arkinson d ~ d  not neglect his duties at his base hospital 
at Southend. He was at various times. in add~tion to lus cllnical duties. Postgraduate Tutor, a 
Member of the District Health Authority and C h a m  of the Distnct Ethical Committee, as 
well as a member of several other committees. 

Dlck was outstandingly suppomve of the Ideals of pabent care embodied m the o n p l  
concept of the Bnhsh Nahonal Health S e ~ c e  It was therefore sad that he was deeply 
concerned m recent years by what he perceived as the ~ncreased bureaucracy and the 
detenorahon of NHS hosprtel semces that followed the vanous reorgarusebons of the last 
four decades, desp~te the dedlcabon of the cluucal rncd~cal and nurslng staff He told me on a 
number of occasions that he dated the decline of the hospital semces from the 
unp~emntahon of the 1968 Salmon Report on Nurse Staffing Structure that seemed to put 
management and soc~ology above pabent care m a canng profess~on Tlus was not surpmmg 
Both Dick and I had had the pnvllege and advantage of marry- nurses who had qualified m 
them profess~on long before 1%8 Tlus was m an era v k n  nmmage was shll a partnershp 
not regarded as bemg dependent, e~ther econonucally or cuhrally, on two lncomes In those 
days too, whole hm care of one's own young cluldren and the management of the home was 
not cons~dered to be a secondary occupahon 

Richard Atkinson was a popular and respbcted figure He had a kmdly and equable 
tempenunent and a special regard for the welfare of hu jun~or staff. He was sympathetic and 
respectful of the views of those who held opinions contrary to his own, but he was capable of 
tak~ng firm decisions, based on lus own assessment. when it was necessary 

I t  is some consolation that he had virtually completed his life's work when he died, having 
handed over his professional and Ilterary responsib~lities to others. He greatly enjoyed 



domesnc family life m retirement, but he nonetheless contmued to be a frequent anender at 
scientific meetings, not least those of the History of Anaesthesia Society There is no doubt 
that Richard Atkinson is greatly missed wherever anaesthetists and medical lustorians 
forgather 

Dick was a lover of music and opera. He especially ejoyed visits to Glyndbowne and 
Bayreuth, often in the company of Alfred Lee  and their respective wives. He and I shared a 
Christian belief although we rarcty discussed it. 

Dick married Vero~ca Filler, then a j u ~ o r  operating theatre sister at Bart's, in 1954 during 
his milifmy service. She was thereafter his lifelong affectionate c o v ' o n .  Dick was a 
devoted family m. HIS wife, four children and eleven grandchildren survive him They have 
our deepest sympathy for their loss. but they will be comforted by the knowledge of  IS 
outstanding contributions to his profession and to the wellbeing of all who knew hun 



TFIE IUSTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT O F  ANAESTHESIA 
IN LEICESTERf 

Professor G Smjth 
University of Leicester 

The Umvers~ty of Leicester admined ~ts first student in 1921 and by 1984 there were 
approxhately 4.500 full-time students inclding 507 in the Faculty of Medicine The 
Medical School was planned in 1970, and sited in Leicester partly because of the well- 
established School of Biolog~cal Sc~ences in the University. The first c l i~ca l  deparbnents 
were established in 1974. In 1999 a new four year graduate intake was commenced and in 
2000. a Joint Medical School was established with the University of Warwick. 

Prior to the opening of the Clinical Sciences building at Leicester Royal Infirmary (LRl) in 
1979, the major Univen~ty Clinical Departments were sited at Leicester General Hospital 
(LGH) to meet the needs of the first mtake of medical undergraduates in October 1975. 
Transfer of the Departments of Medicine and Surgery to LRI in 1979 released 
accommodation at LGH and permitted expansion of the Medical School. The Foundation 
Chair of Anaesthesle was established in 1979 s u p p o d  i~lially by one senior lecturer. one 
technician and one secretary. 

In 1979 the objective of the department wes to establish accreditation for a three year H~gher 
Professional Training programme. to create a jornt NHS University deparbncnt and to 
develop research programmes for both academic and NHS staff The second objective was 
achieved in 1983 when some two-hrds of an enlarged department moved to join with the 
NHS division in the new integrated department at Leicesler Royal Infirmary. 

In 1985 the Department comprised: 

Professor 
Semor Lecturers - 3 
Lecturers with Honorary Senior R e w m  status - 3 
Lecturers with Postfellowship Repstrar status - 4 
Principal Secretary 
Technicians - 2 University posts 
Research Srsters - 2 
Technicians - 2 on permanent secondment from the Medical Phys~cs Department 

In 1991 a non-clinical lecturer in pharmacology was appointed and in 1996 a fourth senior 
lecturer in cardiac anaesthesia was based at Glenfield Hospital. In 1996 a second Chair of 
Anaesthesia and Pain Management was created. and in 1999 the non-clinical lecturer was 
promoted to a senior leclurer. 

Current staffing in the department comprises the following: 

Professors - 2 
Non-clinical Senior Lecturer - I 
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Clinical Senior Lecturers - 4 
LecturerMonorary SpRs - 3 
Honorary Senior Lecturers - 2 
Research Fellows - 2 
Visiting Research Fellow (Japan) - I 
Research Regstrars - 4 
Techrucians - 2 
Medical Physics Technicians - 2 
Research Nurses - 2 
Research Students (PhD) - 2 

Other major academic developments include the establishment of a Sleep Disorder Clin~c in 
1985 and an MSc course in Pam Management. Thrs is a two year come leading to either a 
Diploma or an MSc for indtvtdusls In the healthcare profess~ons. At the same time, in 
recogrution of the considerable degree of both basic sclence and clinical work taking place in 
acute and chronic pain, the title of the Department was changed to Department of Anaesthesia 
and Pain Management. 

There have been various other activities taking place within the academic department in 
Letcester. One of the more significant ones is that m 1987 the office of the Bririrh Journal of 
Anaesthesia was transferred from Glasgow to Leicester when Professor Smith became its 
editor, a post he occupied from 1987 to 1997, when the editorial arrangements for the BJA 
changed from a single edttor to an Editor-in-Chief plus four section editors, two of whom 
remain in Leicester. 

Research acttvities In progress in the department include studies in acute postoperative p i n  
and in chronic pain, shd~es of basic pharmacology including opioid phannacolunetics and 
nociceplm/cambis receptor functios clinical studies in chronic Gin, in pamcular the 
assessment of neurophc pain, shdies of the stress response to surgery and examination of 
the effects of anaeslhetic techniques on gastrointestinal motility and areas relevant to 
regurg~tation and aspiration during anaesthesia. 



TWO THOUSAND YEARS OF MONITORING* 

Professor P Hutton 
Presidenk Royal College of Anaesthetists 

Monltonng, perceived by many as a modem subjecl, is m fact as old as the history of 
mediclne itself. What is true, however, is that the pace of technological change has brought 
with ~t the potenhal for making more measurements of physiological Function. These have on 
occasions been introduced w h u t  a full evaluation of their proper contribution or their 
potential for causing morbidity and even mortality. T)us presentation reviewed the 
development of concepts in monitoring from the earliest times h o u g h  to the modern day 
with a snapshot of the ~ i tUh0n 150 years ago when anaesthesia was ~nmoduced Into cl~rucal 
practice. 

H~ppocrates (circa 400 BC) In h s  Eprdemics, Prognostrcs and Aphorisms records his 
m o n i t o ~ g  of patients suffering from a wide variety of conditions. Because most treatments 
were useless, the mam function of a physlctan, apart from comforting the sick and their 
relatives was. by observation, to establish the panern of disease and to offer an opinion on the 
prognosis and likely outcome. 

The fmt detalled observations of the value of the pulse were made by Pravagoras (cuca 280 
BC) and subsequently developed by Herophilus. The latter named certain types of pulse (eg 
water-hammer), and tned to time the beats by a water clock The importance of the pulse was 
subsequently greatly emphasised by Galen (130 AD) who regarded 'sphygmology' as the 
'most important diagnostic with strength, frequency, rhythm and character'. Galen also 
wade sigruficant contributions to the importance of temperature measurement and 
auscultation (of physiological sounds directly by the ear). 

Then, as wth many other aspects of science and technology. Europe entered the 'Dark Ages' 
from which it did not emerge for approximately 1.000 years, and the story begm again m the 
13th and 14th centuries. A key figure of this time was Nicholas of C m  (1450), who greatly 
developed the use of water clocks. He we~ghed the water delivered d m g  a hundred beats of 
the pulse thereby producing an index which was the reciprocal of the heart rate. His work was 
extended by Galileo and Sanctorius (1600) but it was not until the 18th century that clocks 
were Invented with suffic~ent accuracy to be of any prachcal use. Galileo and Sanctorius 
were also instrumental in developing the concept of the thermometer and Sanctorius has to be 
given the cred~t for tint establishing the concept of observer error. 

From 1880, progress was much more rapid, paralleling the increased work in physiology and 
greater understanding of disease processes. L a e ~ e c  delivered his treatise on auscultation and 
stethoscopy m 1819. Uarey developed the sphygmogreph m 1860 and performed a cardiac 
cathetensation of a horse in 188 1. Faivre measured the direct arterial presswe in man in 1856 
and the R~va-Rocc~ method of indirect measurement was published in 1896 and introduced 
into anaesthetic practice m 1903. Zirnrnerman, an army surgeoa developed the clinical 
importance of temperature measurement in 1846 and Wtmderlich published his observations 
on the temperature patterns of 28,000 patients m 1868 
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One hundred and fifty years ago when anaahesia was introduced. the situation was therefore 
very different from today. The pulse and respiration could be counted using reliable clocks, 
but there was no method available of routinely m u r i n g  the blood pressure either directly or 
indirectly. Thermometers were shll very wellable. Auscultation was not uruversally 
accepted as a valid techruque and the flexible tube stethoscope was still being developed. 
There was no ECG or other type of electronic measurement available. 

Since then. additional types of monitoring have been introduced into clinical practice a s  they 
became available, the first peroperative electronic recordings belng from Emdhoven's 'string 
galvanometer' in 190 1. Other important events in anaesthetics monitoring the early 20th 
cenhlry were Levy's work on chloroform end Guedel's s-g of anaesthesia in 1920 From 
that time. augmented by two world wars, the progress of technology has accelerated rapidly. 
Blood gas monitoring, intraoperative ECGs. oximetry and capnography, all at one time the 
~nnovations of enthusiasts, are now part of everyday pracbce 

Further reading 

Although there are very few references relating directly to the development of monitoring in 
anaesthes~a, relevant secbons may be found m the followng: 

Singer & Underwood. A Shorr Hisrory of Monitormg. Oxford Univenity Press. 1962; 
sections 11 and IV. 

Relser. Medrcrne and the Rergn of Technology. Cambridge University Press, 1995; Chapters 
2 and 5. 

Clendening Source 8ook ofMedical Halory. Dover, 1962; Sections VII and XXXVll 

Bynurn & Porter. Medrcrne and the Frve Senses. Cambridge University Press, 1993; 
Chapten 5.8. 13. 14. 

Dornette & Brechner. Insrrumentation m Anesfhesiology Kimpton, 1959 



Guest Lecture - Richrrd Gill 

BUlLDlNGS OF LElCESTER 

The speaker, who is on the staff of the English Department at Wyggeston and Queen 
Elizabeth I College. is not a native of Leicester but has found much to enjoy in the city and 
county. The county as a whole is not greatly wooded and is predominantly (though not 
exclusively) agncultural, NI of small villages wth the church at the centre and described as 
'ridiculously pretty'. There is a gentle quallty about the eastern half gomg towards Rutland. 
which is mostly devoted to arable and sheep farming. By conbast, the western half, 
exemplified by the Iron Age fort at Breedowon-the-Hill and Chamwood Forest. is more 
rocky. 

Evidence horn a number of periods can be found in the city. The Romans were here, and not 
far from where we were simng are craggy remnants of a Roman wall. A major artery, the 
Fosse Way, joining Cirencester and Lincoln, passed h o u g h  Leicester. Behind the Roman 
wall is Leicester's oldest church. on the site of the Roman exercise hall. To the north-west is 
evidence of a Danish settlement. A perambulation will reveal occasional sights of an older 
Leicester, such as the medieval church opening on to the main street (High Cross Street). 

The predormnantly red brick New Street is charactenstic of the late 18th century There was a 
Greyfnars monastery here where it is thought that Richard 111 is buried - Leicester is not many 
miles horn Bosworth tield The Victorians made their mark in urban planning particularly 
with a large scale Town Hall and a fountain (whch all good cities should have!) They were 
generous, too. with the provision of public parks. The Grand Uruon Canal and the rival 
Midland and Great Central railways brought distinctive architecture with numbered bridges 
and one or two spectacular viaducts. 

Factories appeared also. but in general the wealth of Leicester denved from small scale, 
diverse, and relatively clean indusmes; Uus tradition is maintained by Asian immigrants. The 
outcome of Uus has been an absence of recession, plenty of work thought suitable for women 
and little bomb damage m World War Two. 

Of h e  hospitals, the Royal Infinnary opened in 1770 and has expanded cons~derably; the 
NHS is now the major employer in the city. The General was associated with the workhouse, 
and a gatehouse survives from a pioneer hospital (possibly the first) in the practice of 
isolation for diseases such as cholera and smallpox. 

There was a change in h e  character of the city with the opening of Univers~ty College in 
1920, and a Furiher expansion with the upgrading of the Polytechruc to De Montfort 
University in the 1960's. The new Engineering building has striking tall vents. At the same 
time, as in other places, hgh rise blocks of this period are bemg knocked down. 

The speaker's enthusiastic delivery was clearly to the liking of the audience who applauded 
generously. The attractive tradition of the Soctety hat  the last lecture should provide local 
background was well maintamed. 

P M E Drury 



TALE OF A LOGO 

At the Leicester meeting Professor R~chard Bodman showed me his orig~nal drawing of a 
logo for a tie for the Association of Anaesthetists of Great Bntain and Ireland. I pressed hun 
for the story: 

'Ronald Jarman's Presidency of the AAGBl terminated in 1962 but he remained a 
member of Council. He was the most successhrl of all Presidents in that he had an 
extensive private practice in London and the ability and energy to charm money from 
his patients at a bme when the Associabon was hard up 

1 served on the Council 
proposed a simple logo. 
universally worn and 
of one sort or another, a 
or any exclusive 
seemed to me that the 
much too elaborate for the 
them absurd - the 
flaming downwar4 
baked apples. It did not 
sunply to have the snake 
poppy, which IS what I 

from 1962 to 1965 and 
At h s  lime ties were 
practically all had symbols 
club, a regunent, a school 
occupation or hobby. It 
Arms of the AAGBl were 
purpose. Many also found 
supporters asleep, a torch 
poppyheads looking l~ke 
require much imagination 
curl round the stem of a 
drew. - 

DT J a m  Lmmed~ately supported the idea and suggested a cheaper tie made in rayon 
and a more expensive one in silk. There was the usual mumbling scepticism from 
Council members; however, Lang(on Hewer agreed to publish the design in 
Anaesthesia. Possibly on the pnnc~ple of collective responslbihty he forbore to name 
the designer! 

The original order of ties carried a good representation of the logo, but the design 
deteriorated with subsequent orders, finally becoming unrtcogtusable. Happily, I had 
n o h g  to do with the order for manufacturing at any time.' 

Dr Tom Boulton has noted lhese events in The Association of Amestherisls of Great 
Britain and Ireland, 1932- 1992 and The Developmenr ofthe Specialry of Anaesthesra. 
On page 276, under the heading The Association Tie, he observes: 'When a repeat order 
was made, the manufacturers subsbtuted an owl for the poppy seed box. These 
erroneous ties are now collectors' pieces! The Officers had the courage to authorise 
their sale withold any comment - few members noticed!' 

AMB 

HAS members should also read Appendix B, pages 710-714 of The Associar~on of 
Anoesthetists of Great Britam and / re lad ,  1932-1992, and The Development of the Specralry 
ofAnuesthesia with Dr Boulton's less critical comments on the Armorial Bearings and their 
associated problem 



BOOK REVIEWS 

Careers in Aac~thaiology - Two Pmthumous Memoin. M T Jenkms, a Biography by A 
H G~esecke, and F F Foldes, an Autobiography, with contributions by E S Siker. Flnk BR and 
McGoldrick W, eds. The Wood L~brary Museum of Anestheslology, Park Ridge, nl~nois 
2000. ISBN 1-889595-03-01 (hard cover). Pp27 l 

Thls is another in the series Initiated by the Wood Library Museum covering the second half of 
the 20" century The first subject 1s MT Jenkms, the founder of the Department of 
Anesthesiology at the South Western Medical School in the University of Texas. He was the son 
of a physician and obtained his MD in 1940. He served in the US Navy Reserve in the South 
Pacific, dunng wh~ch time he performed an appendicectomy on board ship, starlmg the 
anaesthehc with open ether before handmg over to an assistant. 

f i s  origmal lntentlon was to be a surgeon but he was persuaded by his chief, the distinguished 
surgeon CA Moyer. to undertake a res~dency in anesthesiology at the Massachusens General in 
Boston in 1946, the year of the Ether Centennial. By 1955 he had set up a separate Department of 
Anesthesiology at the Parkland Hospital, Dallas. having established a residency p r o w e ,  and 
a recovery room (as early as 1949) where cases of tetanus were also managed. In 1950 he rook 
responsib~l~ty for the care of pol~omyelitis patients using iron lungs. rocking beds, and (in 1952) 
the Bennen ventilator. 

He 1s probably best remembered in Britain for hls work on balanced salt solution. Dallas had a 
reputation as a violent place and the hospital had plenty of expenence in the management of 
trauma. AI the time when the Division of Anesthesiology was developing it was the practice to 
restrict salt, intrevenous therapy was with 5% dextrose and blood when required. In 1950 he was 
joint author of a paper published m the Annals of Surgery: Congeslrve atolec~osrs - o 
complicarion of the rnlruvenow +ion ofJuids. Further research led to a re-interpretation of 
the data on salt restriction and revolutionised the management of intravenous fluids by the 
generous use of crystallold solutions. He mostly stood aside from the colloid/crystalloid 
controversy. concenh.ating on blood and Ringers lactate. 

Parkland Hospital was in the public eye in November 1963 when they had to beat President 
Kennedy. Governor C o ~ a l l y ,  and Lee Harvey Oswald Later, Jenluns played the part of a 
resuscitator in Oliver Stone's film JFK k s  list of awards and dishnct~ons 1s considerable. and 
includes the Residency of the American Society of Anesthesiologists; he was also the first 
anesthes~ologist to receive the bstinguished S e ~ c e  Award from the American Medical 
Associahon. His involvement was such that the author feels bound to pose the question whether 
medical politics takes one away from the practice of medicine and lays a burden on colleagues; 
but he concludes that such achvities are beneficial to the standard of health care. 

The second subject is FF Foldes. Professor at the Un~versity of Pittsburgh and later at the 
Montefiore Medical Center. New York. Like Jenkins. Foldes' origmal interests were not directed 
towards anesthesiology; m lus case the ambihon was a career m internal medicine In olher 
respects there are contrasts in their lives. 



The first 3 1 years of Foldes' life were spent in Hungary. HIS father was a poorly paid elementary 
schoolmaster and he grew up in straightened circumstances. In addition he had to endure d e n t  
anti-sermtism, but a talent for sped and a degree of street wisdom helped lum to s w v e .  The 
government of the day imposed a limit of 5% for Jews entenng the university and he was bright 
enough to be one of those At medical school he could not afford textbooks but managed by 
note-talung. At the age of 10 he spent a year in England with a family in Golders Green. This 
stood him in good stead as he was later able to teach English, and more significantly he 
diagnosed amoebic arthnbs in a hvelhng American whlch had been repeatedly overlooked 
elsewhere, having just beforehand read a case report in the Lancer It was this man, Alson H 
Robinson, who later facilitated h s  enby rnto America in 1941 when, contemplahng a future that 
seemed to be with either Hitler or Stalin, he decided to emigrate. 

Two-thirds of the book is devoted to his life up to this point; the remaining thud is divided 
equally between his career in America and his comments on the wider scene. HIS fust job was a 
research fellowship In Beecher's Department at Hanard. From hls early days he was a keen 
researcher and he was still publishing papers after his retirement. An interest in chohesterase led 
to an early publication on suxamethomum (195 I). I t  IS salutary to be reminded hat the only 
requirement for usmg the drug was to nohfy the Food and Drug Administration. 

Beecher offered hun a residency and he had a baptism of fue, having to deal with over 100 
admissions following the burning down of a dance hall; as he emphasised, he learned a lot about 
mage and fluid balance. Once he was shown how to mtubate and adm~nister a sp~nal he was more 
or less left to his own devices. He was disappointed that Beecher would not allow the use of 
muscle relaxants in his depamnent 

Later, as he became established, he was active on many fkonts. He arranged an exchange with h e  
First Assistant from M u s h ' s  department in Cardiff. ~t was Rendell-Baker, who later settled in 
America. He attended a meeting in 1955 when the World Federation of Societies of 
Anesthesioloplsts became a reahty, he actually represented Israel srnce the URited Slates did not 
at fist send a delegate. He was President in 1968 when the meeting was held in London. He 
admits that he was not always 'politically correct'. He was never a member of the American 
Board of Anesthesiology, possibly because he preferred to go his own way as an examiner and 
not follow a structured method. There are a number of good anecdotes, my favourite concerning 
an elderly anesthesiologist who carried a solid gold spinal needle in his pocket and merely gave 11 
an alcohol wipe before use. No complications were apparently recorded. 

Although there are passages in the book that are mainly of interest to the families of the subjects. 
any anaesthetist should enjoy reading it whether or not they are interested in history or have had 
expenence m the USA. Both men started their careers before relaxants came mto general use, and 
at a time when most anaesthetics were given by nurses and academic departments were few 
They have been very inlluentid during a time of unprecedented change.We look forward to 
further volumes in has series. The frontispiece. from a painbng by Professor Vandam of the HQ 
buildmg of the American Society of Anesthesiologisls, is a rermnder (if h s  IS necessary) of how 
versatile anaesthetists/anesthesiologists can be. 

PME Drury 



The History o f  Aaratbaia through Postage Stamps. fistair McKenzie. Wnburgb 
McLean D u b o ~ s  ISBN 0-951447019L? 4148.  f 9  50. 

This book uses postage stamps and the figures and scenes depicted thereon to record the history 
of anaesthesia fiom earhest times. It  has 17 chapters, each related to aspects of anaesthesia or 
related subjects. The fust chapter is an intereshng rewew briefly covering the use of alkaloids 
and other drugs prior to the emergence of vlhalational anaesthesia. which is dealt with in chapter 
2 .  Each chapter relates aspects of people on the stamps that have been produced in various 
countries. Chapters 3 to 7 continue wirh the development of pre-mdcation, regional anaesthesia, 
the development of anaesthetic equipmenf inbavenous anaesthesia, and the use of muscle 
relaxants All of these are concerned wrth pramcal issues of anaesthes~a today. One of the 
intereshng aspects of h s  book IS that Dt McKenz~e uses the postage stamp and its depiction to 
look at subjects alongside and behmd the points he is making, and tlus is particularly so in the 
chapter on anaesthetic equipment This mode COnMueS wth the chapter on mon~toring and its 
background. Thls is a s~gtuficant chapter, as it shows the involvement of many scientists as weU 
as physicians in the development of monitoring wiflun the sphere of anaesthesia. 

Chapter 9 is a short chapter on induced ischaemia; chapters 10 to 13 relate to obstetric 
anaesthesia and analgesia, the mecharusms of anaesthesia, pain relief and resuscitation. Chapter 
14 deals with lntravmous fluids and blood m s f u s ~ o n  and provides a valuable background to this 
intereshng subject. The next two chapters. IS and 16, deal wth aspects concerning anaesthesia in 
coronary care and intensive care and again. although bnef, is a concise review of these subjects. 
The final chapter is related to the Colleges and Associabons of Anaesthesia, and depicts their 
coats of arms as well as their development. Tlus again is useful background information. 

There are three appendices. Firstly, a chronology of the history of anaesthesia whch I found a 
very mfonnative. simple and useful compilation, a philatehc list of names, and possible future 
issues continuing into the 2 l st century. 

Overall thrs is a pleasant, readable handbook for medical practitioners and is. I believe, of interest 
to the phdatelist as well. Its usefulness partly depemds on it being a fairly small volume; as Dr 
McKenzie comments, there may be someflung that he has left out. I t  a an interesting concept to 
llnk postage stamps with medical subjects and Dr McKenae has achieved this with great shll. 
There is one regret I have. that presumably on grounds of cost only a few of the stamps are 
illustrated in colour. I believe that h s  would have put the icing on the cake for h volume. 
This is a book for the anaesthetist interested In history as well as for the philatelist. 




